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Abstract— Physical layout analysis intends to study the arrangement of layouts or locations of the regions present in a 

document image before understanding it. Before extracting the text or information from a document image, page 

segmentation (layout analysis) techniques need to be applied to identify the exact layout (area) where the text or image 

resides. In Page Segmentation, Top-down methods are simple and efficient but fail in non Manhattan layouts. In 

contrast, Bottom-up approaches adapt non Manhattan layouts easily than the top down approaches, but heavily 

depend on the threshold, parameters and extensive computations for layout identification. On the other hand, Hybrid 

methods (Bruel [31], Bruel [32]) suits well for layout identification by eliminating the dependency on threshold and 

parameters. But this analyzes the white background of the image with small white rectangles and merges them to 

locate the content blocks. Merging of small white rectangles makes the identification process tedious since large 

number of small white rectangles gets involved in the image. In addition, this approach heavily relies on heuristics for 

merging operations, which affects the segmentation rate considerably. In all the above reported methods (Bottom up 

and Hybrid approaches), connected component analysis (requires more number of pixel visits) is required to identify 

black and white components from the image. Therefore, the above shortcomings motivated this research towards 

designing a White Space analysis technique which eliminates the usage of the connected component analysis (to 

identify white spaces), heuristics, threshold and prior knowledge. As a result, in this thesis, Rectangular White Space 

Analysis (RWSA) technique has been proposed to grab all the white spaces over the image in a single scan over the 

image with minimum pixel visits, and the white spaces are merged together without the assumptions of heuristics and 

threshold to segment the layouts. Moreover, two statistical properties have also been proposed in this thesis, to 

separate the text blocks and images from the identified layouts and this hybrid approach has been explained in the 

subsequent section. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Anything which conveys information is known as a document. Generally, a document is a knowledge container. 

Most of the times we acquire knowledge from documents such as Newspapers, Textbooks, Scientific journals, 

Magazines, Technical reports, Office files, Postal letters, Bank cheques, Application forms etc. (Tang et al., [1]). To 

understand the huge information, an extensive amount of manual processing is required and such a manual processing is 

very much time consuming. To overcome this difficulty, it is essential to automate the manual process which needs 

efficient algorithms. This automation process is considered as document image processing (DIP). In general, the 

document image processing is divided into text processing and graphics processing. Text processing is further divided 

into character recognition and page layout analysis. Graphics processing is further divided into line processing and 

region processing as shown in Figure 1. 

 
A. Stages in Document Image Processing  

The document image processing involves three basic steps at conceptual levels, which are document image 

analysis, document image recognition and document image understanding. Within these three levels, there are several 

other interacting modules such as image acquisition, binarization, block segmentation, block classification, logical block 

grouping, character and word recognition, picture processing and analysis, graphic analysis, picture understanding, text 

understanding and graphics understanding. The interactions between these processes and data flow between levels are 

shown in Figure 2.  
1) Document Image Analysis  

Document image analysis is a process of recovering syntactic and semantic information from images of 

documents, prominently from scanned versions of paper documents. There are two distinct tasks in document image 
analysis. The first has a syntactical goal consisting of the identification of basic components of the document, the so-

called document objects. The second has a semantic goal consisting of the identification of the role and meaning of the 

document objects in order to have an interpretation of the whole original document. The structural analysis, on the other 
hand involves usage of layout clues to identify headlines, locate different lines, etc. In general, image analysis involves 
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the extraction and use of attributes and structure relationships in the document in order to label its components within 
contextual rules dictated by the document class. Analysis of printed documents obviously involves skew angle 
estimation and correction which is a very challenging task.  
2)  Document Image Recognition  

Document Image Recognition (DIR), a very useful technique in office automation and digital library 

applications, is to find the most similar template for any input document image in a prestored template document image. 

Nowadays a large amount of existing paper documents are transformed to digital document images through scanners and 

cameras. However, the next step is to analyze a document and segregate text blocks, graphic block, picture block, etc, so 

as to facilitate labeling of the blocks. This process of labeling the blocks is said to be document image recognition or 

identification.  
3) Document Image Understanding 

 

Document image understanding is a component which extracts the logical relationships between the respective 

blocks of a document. Logical document structure is a hierarchical representation of semantics of the given document. 

The same logical document structure is formatted in varieties of physical layouts by changing the variables such as 

number of pages and font sizes, spacing between paragraphs and between sections, number of columns, etc. In all these 

layouts, the semantics of the document remains unaltered. Logical structure analysis determines the document‘s 

semantic structure and provides data appropriate for information retrieval. 

 

 

   Figure 1. Hierarchy of document image processing with subcategories 

 

B. Script Recognition  
The OCR technology for Indian documents is in emerging stage and most of these Indian OCR systems can 

read the documents written in only a single script. As per the Indian constitution, every state Government has to produce 

an official document containing a national language (Hindi), official language (English) and state language (or regional 

language). According to the three-language policy adopted by most of the Indian states, the documents produced in an 

Indian state Karnataka, are composed of texts in the regional language- Kannada, national language Hindi and the world 

wide commonly used language-English. In addition, majority of the documents found in most of the private and 

Government sectors of Indian states, are Trilingual type (a document having text in three languages). So, there is a 

growing demand to automatically process these Trilingual documents in every state in India, including Karnataka  
The monolingual OCR systems will not process such multi-script documents without human involvement for 

delineating different script zones of multi-lingual pages before activating the script specific OCR engine. The need for 

such manual involvement can result in greater expense and crucially delays the overall image to text conversion. Thus, 

an automatic forwarding is required for the incoming document images to handover this to the particular OCR engine 

depending on the knowledge of the intrinsic scripts. In view of this, identification of script and/ or language is one of the 

elementary tasks for multi-script document processing. A script recognizer, therefore, simplifies the task of OCR by 

enhancing the accuracy of recognition and reducing the computational complexity.  
Script Recognition approaches can be broadly classified into two categories, namely, local and global 

approaches. The local approaches(Pal and Chaudhury [2], Pal et al [3]) analyze a list of connected components (Line, 

word, char) in the document images, to identify the script(or class of script). In contrast, global approaches (Joshi [4]) 

employ an analysis of regions (block of text) comprising atleast two lines (or words)without finer segmentation. In 

general, global approaches work well based on texture measurement, but this relies heavily on a uniform block of text 

(Buschet al [5]), and extensive preprocessing (to make the text block uniform) is required to measure the texture. Even 

though local approaches rely on the accuracy of character segmentation or connected component analysis, it could work 

well on the documents irrespective of their quality or uniformity in the block of text. 
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In the literature, many works have been reported for script recognition at the document, line and word levels, 

using local approaches. In this context, researchers have made a number of attempts to discriminate the Han and Latin 

script (Spitz [6], Lu and Tan [7]) at the document level and 

  
exploited many Indian scripts at line level and word level (Pal and Chaudhury [8], Pal and Chaudhury [9], 

Padma and Nagabhushan [10], Dhandra et al [11]). However, all the techniques reported in the literature are script 

dependent. Since this research is intended to develop an classification system for kannada document images, Script 

Recognition, to discriminate the kannada from English scripts in bilingual document images is becoming important. In 

this connection, few local approaches are reported in the literature, such as spatial spread analysis (Dhanya et al [12]), 

Aspect Ratio (Tan et al [13]), Structural features (Pal and Chaudhury [14]), and Water Reservoirs (Pal et al [15]). 

However, all the above mentioned techniques produce a low discrimination rate due to its incapability in exploration of 

thescripts. Global approaches (Pati et al [17], Pati and Ramakrishnan [18]). S Chaudhury et al., [19] has proposed a 

method for identification of Indian languages by combining Gabor filter based technique and direction distance 

histogram classifier considering Hindi, English, Malayalam, Bengali, Telugu and Urdu. 

 

 

                        Figure 2. Steps involved in document image processing 

 

G D Joshi et al., [20] have presented a script identification technique for 10 Indian scripts using a set of features extracted 

from logGabor filters. Dhanya et al., [21] have used Linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM), K-Nearest Neighbour (K-

NN) and Neural Network (NN) classifiers on Gabor-based and zoning features to classify Tamil and English scripts. 

Hiremath [22] have proposed a novel approach for script identification of South Indian scripts using wavelet based co-

occurrence histogram features. S R Kunte and S Samuel [23] have suggested a neural approach in on-line script 

recognition for Telugu language employing wavelet features. Peeta et al., [24] have presented a technique using Gabor 

filters for script identification of Indian bilingual documents 
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II. SEGMENTATION  

A. System Method  
A hybrid layout analysis framework along with a text image separation technique has been proposed in this 

thesis to identify simple and complex images and to separate the text and images from the layouts. The impact of the 

hybrid layout analysis has been motivated in this thesis to design a Rectangular White Space Analysis technique, since 

white spaces are a generic layout delimiter. In general, publishers use white spaces to separate blocks of text since they 

are constrained by common printing technology. The RWSA technique is parameter free and threshold free and adapts to 

various heterogeneous structures through layout gaps rather than connected component analysis and heuristics. Also, two 

Statistical properties such as the Black run length, and Transition rate have been proposed in this thesis to isolate the 

textual areas from images in the segmented blocks.  
The architecture of the Hybrid layout analysis using RWSA is depicted in Figure 3.1. This kind of a layout 

analysis is necessary before understanding the text in all applications. When document images are given as input to this 

system, they undergo Noise removal and Binarization in the preprocessing phase.  
RWSA technique consists of White space Section Finding, Section Merging, Cropping Extraneous section and 

Rectangular Formation phases to identify layouts. The input image to the system could be a color or a gray scale image 

obtained by scanning the newspapers. Documents containing text, graphics, figures, maps and tables are taken as input. 

Scanned input images passes through the following phases to identify the layouts.  
1) Pre-processing  

The preprocessing of the document images includes the process of Noise removal and Binarization. Noise could 

occur in the document images due to many sources such as aging, photocopying etc. and the application of filters reduces 

noises in these images. Here noise has been suppressed in the document image by using a median filter, since median 

filters smear the character image strokes. For this median filter, a 3*3 mask has been chosen and it is applied over the 

image, which replaces nine pixels by the intensity of the center pixel over this mask. As a result of pulling the median 

filter output to the gray level of the center pixel, the shapes of the character strokes can be preserved. Binarization has 

been applied after noise removal. Binarization is a technique by which the color and gray scale images are converted into 

binary images. The most common method is to select a proper threshold for the image and convert all the intensity values 

above the threshold into an intensity value representing as ‗white‘ and below the threshold as ‗black‘ value. All intensity 

values below a threshold are converted to one intensity level and intensities higher than this threshold are converted to the 

other chosen intensity.  
 

  
2) Section Finding  

After noise removal, RWSA technique has been applied over the image which contains Section Finding as the 

initial process. Since all the books and magazines use white spaces as a separator within and between the texts, the 

observation of small white spaces becomes mandatory to identify the text area. Therefore, in Section Finding, white 

spaces are used as delimiters and observed for analysis. Variable length white spaces exist inside the text in both the 

directions, apart from the white spaces surrounding the textual zones. Due to the existence of non-uniform, small white 

gaps in the image apart from the column separators, a careful analysis is required to observe and record the white spaces 

(There may be a possibility of a small white space separator inside and across the paragraphs). As a result, in this thesis, 

the width of the image has been divided into ‗n‘ equal sections (The Total number of sections is defined as the ratio of 

the Width of the image to the Section length; the Section length is experimentally fixed as 5 pixels and this length suits 

all kind of images). Since connected component analysis has been eliminated, a single horizontal scan has been 

performed over the image to grab the white spaces. After an entire horizontal scan of an image, all the sections which 

appear as white spaces are reported and their positions with the corresponding row number (section numbers along with 

their row numbers) have been recorded as a result of this procedure. 

 

3) Section Merging 

  
It is hard to process various white space section numbers to identify the layout gaps if the merging procedure 

has been avoided. Once all the white space section numbers based on their row number have been indicated, the merging 
of adjacent sections in both the directions is required to form horizontal and vertical white space rectangles which are 
done through the Section Merging phase.  

The Section Merging phase consists of two processes: Horizontal Section Merging and Vertical Section 

Merging. Initially, horizontal section merging accepts all the white space section numbers with their corresponding row 

numbers as the input and produces a series of within-line or row-wise white space clusters as output(i.e.), subsequent 

white space sections in each row gets merged together to produce a series of row-wise white space sections. Since all the 

white spaces (section-wise) are identified and merged properly, the chance of getting under-segmentation has been 

completely eliminated. 
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B. Rectangular Analysis  
The rectangular analysis phase consists of Cropping and the Rectangular formation process. After the 

identification of horizontal and vertical white space rectangles, finding the areas which are uncovered by the white space 

rectangles could yield the layout. Deviated edges or edges which do not have intersections over them, in horizontal and 

vertical white space rectangles must be trimmed or cropped properly to obtain the areas which are uncovered by the 

white spaces. In order to crop the non intersecting portion of the edges, a cropping procedure has been designed and 

applied over the horizontal and vertical sides of the rectangles. 

 

1) Cropping Procedure 

 

The Cropping procedure acts over the white space rectangles in both the directions by accepting the horizontal 

edges of each Horizontal White Space Rectangle (HWSR) and the vertical edge of each Vertical White Space Rectangle 

(VWSR). In a horizontal orientation, this procedure attempts to identify the two boundary vertical edges which pass 

through the edges of each HWSR and crops the extraneous portion of the horizontal edges of each HWSR, which 

appears apart from the intersecting boundary of the vertical edges. If no two boundary vertical edges pass through the 

horizontal edge of the HWSR, then the total horizontal edge would be removed for further processing. 

  
2) Rectangular Formation 

  
Once the horizontal and vertical edges are cropped, the areas uncovered by the white spaces could be easily 

extracted through rectangular formation procedure. Recursively, this procedure takes two cropped horizontal edges of 

each HWSR and checks with each pair of the vertically cropped edges for the formation of a rectangle. If the integration 

of these pairs of horizontal and vertical edges coincides, 

 

            Figure 3 Hybrid Layout Analysis Architecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           Figure 3. Input Image with text 
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                                                Figure 4. Input Image with elimination text 
 

C. Text/ Image Analyzer  
Once the content blocks have been identified, the next step attempts to separate the textual blocks from the 

images and pictures, since textual blocks are required for further processing. Once the homogeneous regions are 

obtained, each region gets passed into the text image analyzer to identify the text component.  
Two statistical properties called as Black Run Length (BRL) and White Black Transition Count (WBTC), which spans in 

the horizontal direction of the image have been used here to identify the textual blocks. Black run length corresponds to 
the ratio of the total number of black pixels in a row to the total transition (black-white disposition) count in that row. The 

White Black Transition count corresponds to the ratio of the total number of transitions in a row to the total number of 
pixels in that row. It is concluded that if the mean black run length appears to be more, and the Mean white black 

transition count of all the rows appears to be lesser than the threshold, it is concluded as image and not as a text. The Black 

Run and Transition count of each row in the region is computed as stated in equations (3.1) and (3.2). , 

The Black run BR (black density), of the i
th

 row of the region is represented in equation (3.1) and Transition count TC of 

the i
th

 row of the region has been computed as stated in equation (3.2) 

BR (f(x, y)) = br = br+1 if f(xi ,y)=0  
 

br otherwise (3.1)  

tc tc 1if ( f (xi , y) 1)&(( f (xi 1, y)) 1||( f (xi 1),y) 1) 

TC( f (xi , y))   
Tc otherwise  

where xi representsi
th

  row and (x1 xi x2) (3.2) 
where f(x,y) is the 2-D array of the pixel region with the coordinates ranging from x1,y1….x2,y2  and BR  

represents black run , TC represents the transition count, 1 represents the presence of a white pixel and 0 represents the 
presence of a black pixel.  

The Black Run Length (BRL) of the i
th

 row has been computed as the ratio of Black runs in a row to the total 

transition count in that row as stated in equation (3.3) and White to Black Transition Count (WBTC) of the i
th

 row 
corresponds to the total number of transitions in that row to the total number of pixels in that row. 
 

BR( f(xi, y)) 
 

BRLi( f(xi, y)) = (3.3)  
TC( f(xi, y)) 
 

With this, the Average Black Run Length (ABRL) and Average White Black Transition count (AWBTC) of the 

content blocks has been computed using the BRL and WBTC values of every row (Mean of all BRL and WBTC). It is 

observed that the black run length appears to be more and the transition count appears low for the image regions. The 
ABRL produces a greater ratio (experimentally threshold has been fixed as greater than 0.4) for the image regions rather 

than the text regions. In contrast, the ABRL of the text regions appears to be lower than that of the image regions since 
the black run length is low while the transition count appears to be more. Apart from this, the AWBTC appears to be 

more for the text regions than for the images due to the large number of transitions in the text regions.  
As a result, it is concluded that if the average black run length appears to be less (lesser than threshold-

experimentally fixed and results are evaluated), and the average white black transition count appears to be more 

(AWBTC corresponds to 15-40% of total area for the text whereas it lies within 5-15% of the total area for the images), 

it is a text and vice versa for the images.  
The results of the Text/Image separation system has been depicted in Figure 3.2, which show the image region 

in a different color. Details of the experiments conducted, data collected and the experimental evaluation of the RWSA 

system along with the text/image separation scheme is discussed in the following subsections. 

 

III. EVALUATION OF SEGMENTATION METHODS 
The performance of the proposed segmentation model is evaluated by the use of the measures such as 

Probabilistic Rand Index (Pantofaru and Hebert [29]), Variation of Information (Rubner et al., [30]), Global Consistency 

Error (Rubner et al., 2000) and Boundary Displacement Error (Schmid [31]). 
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A. Evaluation of Segmentation Approaches 

 
Evaluation results vary significantly between different evaluators, because each evaluator may have distinct 

standards for measuring the quality of the segmentation.  
Rand Index 

Consider two images, say ground truth and segmented respectively: S1 and S2 of N 

points X  x1 , x2 , x3 ,..., xN ; that assigned labels li  and li
' respectively to point xi . The Rand Index can be 

 
computed as the ratio of the number of pairs of vertices having the compatible label relationship in S1 and S2. It can be 
defined as: 
 

R S1 , S 2   
1  I li   l j  li

'
   l 

'
j  I li   l j  li

'
   l 

'
j  (1.1) 

 

N 
 

 2 i , j  
 

  i  j  
  

 
Where, I is the identity function, and the denominator is the number of possible unique pairs among N data 

points. This gives a measure of similarity ranging from 0 to 1.  
Variation of Information  

It measures the sum of information loss and information gain between the two clustering, and thus it roughly 
measures the extent to which one clustering can explain the other. For segmentations, it can be interpreted as the average 
conditional entropy of one segmentation given the other. 

VI Stest , S K   H Stest  | SK   H SK  | Stest           (1.2) 
 

The first term in the above equation measures the amount of information about Stest that we lose, while the 

second term measures the amount of information about SK that we have to gain, when going from segmentation Stest to 

ground truth SK . Where, H (.|.) is the conditional entropy. 

Global Consistency Error 
Measures the extent to which the regions in one segmentation are subsets of the regions in second segmentation 

(i.e. the refinement). Let R S , pi  be the set  of pixels in segmentation  S that  contains pixel pi  , then the local 
 

refinement error is defined as:    

R S1 , pi  \ R S 2 , pi  

     
 

 

E S1 , S 2 , pi   

  

  

 

                            

(1.3) 

 

    
 

          

   

R S1 , pi  
 

 

        
 

This error is not symmetric i.e., E S1 , S 2 , pi   E S 2 , S1 , pi  w.r.t. the compared segmentations, and 
 

takes the value of zero when S1 is a refinement of S2 at pixel pi . Global Consistency Error is then defined as: 
 

  1           
 

 

GCE S1 , S 2   
 min   E S1 , S 2 , pi , E S 2 , S1, pi  (1.4) 

 

 

n 
 

      i i   
 

where, n is the number of pixels. 
  
Boundary Displacement Error (BDE) 

 

The BDE is a boundary based metric to evaluate the segmentation quality. It defines the error of one boundary 

pixel as the distance between the pixel and its closest pixel in the other boundary image. Let B1, B2 represent 

respectively the boundaries of segmentation and Ground truth. The BDE can be computed using the minimum absolute 

difference from arbitrary point x in B1 to all the boundary points in B2. A near-zero mean and small standard deviation of 

BDEs computed for all the points in B1 indicate the quality of the image segmentation.  

i.e., BDE  min( x  yi ) , where xB1 and yi  B 2, i 1, 2,.., n , n is the number of boundary points in B2. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION 

  
To evaluate the segmentation results produced by different algorithms we have compiled a database, containing 

300 corridor images along with ground truth segmentations. The corridor images was taken in twenty different buildings 

exhibiting a wide variety of different visual characteristic. Segmentation method is evaluated by assessing its consistency 

with the ground truth segmentation given by the human expert. 
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The segmentation is evaluated by assessing its consistency with the ground truth segmentation. Any evaluation 

metric desired should take into account the following effects: Over-segmentation where region of the reference is 

represented by two or more regions in the examined segmentation. Under segmentation were two or more regions of the 

reference are represented by a single region in the examined segmentation. In accurate boundary localization the ground 

truth is usually produced by humans that segment at different granularities. And finally in different number of segments 

one needs to compare two segmentations when they have different numbers of segments.  
Table 1 shows the parameter values of different segmentation methods. The PRI value should be higher for an 

image and VOI, GCE. BDE values must be lower for an image. Each parameter is described by ground truth and 
proposed method. Each row is represented by average of each class totally about 100 images Form the table 1 the  

proposed method achieves values of PRI 0.9725, VI 2.23, GCE 2.14 and BDE 1.24, We can understand that proposed 
method achieves good results. From this evaluation, it is found that Region merging segmentation is well suited for the 

corridor images. 

 

Table 1. Shows the segmentation results  
Images no. PRI  VI GCE BDE 

          

 Ground Proposed Ground  Proposed Ground Proposed Ground Proposed 

 Truth Method Truth  Method Truth Method Truth Method 
          

1 0.9844 0.9725 0.9199  1.0986 2.4053 3.3784 0.2163 0.3480 
          

2 0.9814 0.9668 0.8788  1.4768 3.2799 3.3368 0.2886 0.3087 
          

3 0.9763 0.9766 0.9459  1.5755 2.2390 3.1061 0.2333 0.4429 
          

4 0.9780 0.9699 0.8770  1.6447 2.4230 2.9160 0.2678 0.4030 
          

5 0.9862 0.9702 0.8671  1.8866 3.1828 2.5884 0.3283 0.3421 
          

6 0.9815 0.9665 0.8748  1.4235 2.4569 3.4137 0.2568 0.3388 
          

7 0.9802 0.9652 0.8229  1.6247 2.9266 3.3850 0.2914 0.4066 
          

8 0.9809 0.9694 0.8348  1.5332 2.7568 3.2784 0.2774 0.3917 
          

9 0.9896 0.9633 0.9257  1.1464 2.7651 3.2690 0.1104 0.2144 
          

10 0.9858 0.9669 0.9590  1.5422 3.2584 3.3537 0.1555 0.3495 
          

11 0.9819 0.9628 0.9359  1.2741 2.6944 3.5492 0.2544 0.2803 
          

12 0.9852 0.9631 0.9575  1.1895 3.2977 3.3552 0.1940 0.3639 
          

13 0.9811 0.9615 0.8671  1.5554 2.7562 3.5547 0.3065 0.4117 
          

14 0.9793 0.9625 0.9174  1.6896 2.5537 3.4230 0.3046 0.3925 
          

15 0.9767 0.9693 0.9281  1.7558 2.6725 3.3752 0.2913 0.3946 
          

16 0.9758 0.9628 0.9016  1.6596 2.4516 3.6604 0.2473 0.2882 
          

17 0.9747 0.9631 0.9060  1.8337 2.6995 3.4166 0.2438 0.3454 
          

18 0.9840 0.9615 0.9274  1.1838 2.7629 3.4586 0.2207 0.3583 
          

19 0.9845 0.9625 0.8426  1.2308 2.3854 3.3339 0.2221 0.2488 
          

20 0.9819 0.9693 0.8310  1.4975 2.7491 3.2971 0.2898 0.2541 
          

 

 

Figure 3 Hybrid Layout Analysis Architecture 
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ABSTRACT:  
 

In this work, we investigate the effect of texture features for script classification. Rectangular 

White Space analysis algorithm is used to analyze and identify heterogeneous layouts of 

document images. The texture features, namely the color texture moments, Local binary pattern 

(LBP) and responses of Gabor, LM-filter, S-filter, R-filter are extracted, and combinations of 

these are considered in the classification. In this work, a probabilistic neural network and 

Nearest Neighbor are used for classification. To corroborate the efficacy of the proposed 

method, an experiment was conducted on our own data set. The experiment was conducted for 

various sizes of the datasets, to study the effect of classification accuracy, and the results show 

that the combination of multiple features vastly improves the performance.  
 
Keywords: Segmentation, Section finding, Section Merge, Feature Extraction, Classification.     
  

 

[1] INTRODUCTION  

Anything which conveys information is known as a document. Generally, a document is a 

knowledge container. Most of the times we acquire knowledge from documents such as 

Newspapers, Textbooks, Scientific journals, Magazines, Technical reports, Office files, Postal 

letters, Bank cheques, Application forms etc. (Tang et al., [1] ). To understand the huge 

information, an extensive amount of manual processing is required and such a manual processing 

is very much time consuming. To overcome this difficulty, it is essential to automate the manual 

process which needs efficient algorithms. This automation process is considered as document 
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image processing (DIP). In general, the document image processing is divided into text 

processing and graphics processing. Text processing is further divided into character recognition 

and page layout analysis. Graphics processing is further divided into line processing and region 

processing as shown in Figure 1. 

 

1.1 STAGES IN DOCUMENT IMAGE PROCESSING  

 

The document image processing involves three basic steps at conceptual levels, which are 

document image analysis, document image recognition and document image understanding. 

Within these three levels, there are several other interacting modules such as image acquisition, 

binarization, block segmentation, block classification, logical block grouping, character and word 

recognition, picture processing and analysis, graphic analysis, picture understanding, text 

understanding and graphics understanding. The interactions between these processes and data 

flow between levels are shown in Figure 2. 

 

1.1.1 DOCUMENT IMAGE ANALYSIS  

Document image analysis is a process of recovering syntactic and semantic information 

from images of documents, prominently from scanned versions of paper documents. There are 

two distinct tasks in document image analysis. The first has a syntactical goal consisting of the 

identification of basic components of the document, the so-called document objects. The second 

has a semantic goal consisting of the identification of the role and meaning of the document 

objects in order to have an interpretation of the whole original document. The structural analysis, 

on the other hand involves usage of layout clues to identify headlines, locate different lines, etc. 

In general, image analysis involves the extraction and use of attributes and structure relationships 

in the document in order to label its components within contextual rules dictated by the 

document class. Analysis of printed documents obviously involves skew angle estimation and 

correction which is a very challenging task. 

 

 1.1.2 DOCUMENT IMAGE RECOGNITION  

Document Image Recognition (DIR), a very useful technique in office automation and 

digital library applications, is to find the most similar template for any input document image in a 

prestored template document image. Nowadays a large amount of existing paper documents are 

transformed to digital document images through scanners and cameras. However, the next step is 

to analyze a document and segregate text blocks, graphic block, picture block, etc, so as to 

facilitate labeling of the blocks. This process of labeling the blocks is said to be document image 

recognition or identification.  

 

 1.1.3 DOCUMENT IMAGE UNDERSTANDING  

Document image understanding is a component which extracts the logical relationships 

between the respective blocks of a document. Logical document structure is a hierarchical 

representation of semantics of the given document. The same logical document structure is 

formatted in varieties of physical layouts by changing the variables such as number of pages and 

font sizes, spacing between paragraphs and between sections, number of columns, etc. In all these 

layouts, the semantics of the document remains unaltered. Logical structure analysis determines 

the document’s semantic structure and provides data appropriate for information retrieval. 
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1.2 SCRIPT RECOGNITION 

 

The OCR technology for Indian documents is in emerging stage and most of these Indian 

OCR systems can read the documents written in only a single script. As per the Indian 

constitution, every state Government has to produce an official document containing a national 

language (Hindi), official language (English) and state language (or regional language). 

According to the two-language policy adopted by most of the Indian states, the documents 

produced in an Indian state Karnataka, are composed of texts in the regional language-Kannada 

and the world wide commonly used language-English. In addition, majority of the documents 

found in most of the private and Government sectors of Indian states, are bi-lingual type (a 

document having text in three languages). So, there is a growing demand to automatically 

process these bi-lingual documents in every state in India, including Karnataka. 

The monolingual OCR systems will not process such multi-script documents without 

human involvement for delineating different script zones of multi-lingual pages before activating 

the script specific OCR engine. The need for such manual involvement can result in greater 

expense and crucially delays the overall image-to-text conversion. Thus, an automatic forwarding 

is required for the incoming document images to handover this to the particular OCR engine 

depending on the knowledge of the intrinsic scripts. In view of this, identification of script and/ 

or language is one of the elementary tasks for multi-script document processing. A script 

recognizer, therefore, simplifies the task of OCR by enhancing the accuracy of recognition and 

reducing the computational complexity. Script Recognition approaches can be broadly classified 

into two categories, namely, local and global approaches. The local approaches(Pal and 

Chaudhury [2], Pal et al [3]) analyze a list of connected components (Line, word, char) in the 

document images, to identify the script(or class of script). In contrast, global approaches (Joshi 

[4]) employ an analysis of regions (block of text) comprising at least two lines (or words)without 

finer segmentation. In general, global approaches work well based on texture measurement, but 

this relies heavily on a uniform block of text (Buschet al [5]), and extensive preprocessing (to 

make the text block uniform) is required to measure the texture. Even though local approaches 

rely on the accuracy of character segmentation or connected component analysis, it could work 

well on the documents irrespective of their quality or uniformity in the block of text. 

 

Figure 1. Hierarchy of document image processing with subcategories 
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In the literature, many works have been reported for script recognition at the document, 

line and word levels, using local approaches. In this context, researchers have made a number of 

attempts to discriminate the Han and Latin script (Spitz [6], Lu and Tan [7]) at the document 

level and exploited many Indian scripts at line level and word level (Pal and Chaudhury [8], Pal 

and Chaudhury [9], Padma and Nagabhushan [10], Dhandra et al [11]). However, all the 

techniques reported in the literature are script dependent. Since this research is intended to 

develop an classification system for kannada document images, Script Recognition, to 

discriminate the kannada from English scripts in bilingual document images is becoming 

important. In this connection, few local approaches are reported in the literature, such as spatial 

spread analysis (Dhanya et al [12]), Aspect Ratio (Tan et al [13]), Structural features (Pal and 

Chaudhury [14]), and Water Reservoirs (Pal et al [15]). 

 

 

 

However, all the above mentioned techniques produce a low discrimination rate due to its 

incapability in exploration of thescripts. Global approaches (Pati et al [17], Pati and 

Ramakrishnan [18]). S Chaudhury et al., [19] has proposed a method for identification of Indian 

languages by combining Gabor filter based technique and direction distance histogram classifier 

considering Hindi, English, Malayalam, Bengali, Telugu and Urdu. G D Joshi et al., [20] have 

presented a script identification technique for 10 Indian scripts using a set of features extracted 

                  Figure 2. Steps involved in document image processing 
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from logGabor filters. Dhanya et al., [21] have used Linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM), K-

Nearest Neighbour (K-NN) and Neural Network (NN) classifiers on Gabor-based and zoning 

features to classify Tamil and English scripts. Hiremath [22] have proposed a novel approach for 

script identification of South Indian scripts using wavelet based co-occurrence histogram 

features. S R Kunte and S Samuel [23] have suggested a neural approach in on-line script 

recognition for Telugu language employing wavelet features. Peeta et al., [24] have presented a 

technique using Gabor filters for script identification of Indian bilingual documents. 

 

[2] SEGMENTATION  

The preprocessing of the document images includes the process of Noise removal and 

Binarization. Noise could occur in the document images due to many sources such as aging, 

photocopying etc. and the application of filters reduces noises in these images. Here noise has 

been suppressed in the document image by using a median filter, since median filters smear the 

character image strokes. For this median filter, a 3*3 mask has been chosen and it is applied over 

the image, which replaces nine pixels by the intensity of the center pixel over this mask. As a 

result of pulling the median filter output to the gray level of the center pixel, the shapes of the 

character strokes can be preserved. Binarization has been applied after noise removal. 

Binarization is a technique by which the color and gray scale images are converted into binary 

images. The most common method is to select a proper threshold for the image and convert all 

the intensity values above the threshold into an intensity value representing as ‘white’ and below 

the threshold as ‘black’ value. All intensity values below a threshold are converted to one 

intensity level and intensities higher than this threshold are converted to the other chosen 

intensity. 

Since all the books and magazines use white spaces as a separator within and between the 

texts, the observation of small white spaces becomes mandatory to identify the text area. 

Therefore, in Section Finding, white spaces are used as delimiters and observed for analysis. 

Variable length white spaces exist inside the text in both the directions, apart from the white 

spaces surrounding the textual zones. Due to the existence of non-uniform, small white gaps in 

the image apart from the column separators, a careful analysis is required to observe and record 

the white spaces. As a result, the width of the image has been divided into ‘n’ equal sections. 

Since connected component analysis has been eliminated, a single horizontal scan has been 

performed over the image to grab the white spaces. After an entire horizontal scan of an image, 

all the sections which appear as white spaces are reported and their positions with the 

corresponding row number have been recorded as a result of this procedure. It is hard to process 

various white space section numbers to identify the layout gaps if the merging procedure has 

been avoided. Once all the white space section numbers based on number have been indicated, 

the merging of adjacent sections in both the directions is required to form horizontal and vertical 

white space rectangles which are done through the Section Merging phase. 

The Section Merging phase consists of two processes: Horizontal Section Merging and 

Vertical Section Merging. Initially, horizontal section merging accepts all the white space section 

numbers with their corresponding row numbers as the input and produces a series of within-line 

or row-wise white space clusters as output(i.e.), subsequent white space sections in each row gets 

merged together to produce a series of row-wise white space sections. Since all the white spaces 

(section-wise) are identified and merged properly, the chance of getting under-segmentation has 
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been completely eliminated. The rectangular analysis phase consists of Cropping and the 

Rectangular formation process. After the identification of horizontal and vertical white space 

rectangles, finding the areas which are uncovered by the white space rectangles could yield the 

layout. The Cropping procedure acts over the white space rectangles in both the directions by 

accepting the horizontal edges of each Horizontal White Space Rectangle (HWSR) and the 

vertical edge of each Vertical White Space Rectangle (VWSR). Once the horizontal and vertical 

edges are cropped, the areas uncovered by the white spaces could be easily extracted through 

rectangular formation procedure. Once the content blocks have been identified, the next step 

attempts to separate the textual blocks from the images and pictures, since textual blocks are 

required for further processing. Once the homogeneous regions are obtained, each region gets 

passed into the text image analyzer to identify the text component. Two statistical properties 

called as Black Run Length (BRL) and White Black Transition Count (WBTC), which spans in 

the horizontal direction of the image have been used here to identify the textual blocks. Black run 

length corresponds to the ratio of the total number of black pixels in a row to the total transition 

(black-white disposition) count in that row. The White Black Transition count corresponds to the 

ratio of the total number of transitions in a row to the total number of pixels in that row. It is 

concluded that if the mean black run length appears to be more, and the Mean white black 

transition count of all the rows appears to be lesser than the threshold, it is concluded as image 

and not as a text.  
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Figure 3. Steps involved in text extraction  

Figure 4.  Input Image with text   
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[3] FEATURE EXTRACTION  

As our interest is to study only texture features for script classification, for a segmented  

image we extract Color Texture Moments, Local binary pattern, LM filter responses, Schmid filter 

responses, Maximum filter responses and Gabor responses for texture analysis. The flowing 

subsection gives an introduction to all the above texture features.  

 

3.1 GABOR FILTER RESPONSES 

The Texture analysis using filters based on Gabor functions falls into the category of 

frequency-based approaches. These approaches are based on the premise that texture is an image 

pattern containing a repetitive structure that can be effectively characterized in a frequency 

domain, such as the Fourier domain. One of the challenges, however, of such an approach is 

dealing with the tradeoff between the joint uncertainty in the space and frequency domains. 

Meaningful frequency based analysis cannot be localized without bound. An attractive 

mathematical property of Gabor functions is that they minimize the joint uncertainty in space and 

frequency. They achieve the optimal tradeoff between localizing the analysis in the spatial and 

frequency domains. Using Gabor filters to analyze texture appeals from a psycho-visual 

perspective as well.  The texture analysis is accomplished by applying a bank of scale and 

orientation selective Gabor filters to an image [25]. These filters are constructed as follows. A 

two-dimensional Gabor function g(x; y) and its Fourier transform G (u; v) can be written as:  
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frequency resolution, and W controls the modulation. A class of self-similar functions referred to 

as Gabor wavelets is now considered. Let g(x, y) be the mother wavelet. A filter dictionary can be 

obtained by appropriate dilations and translations of g(x, y) through the generating function.   
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Figure 5.  Input Image with elimination text   
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where ./)1( Rr    The indices r and s indicate the orientation and scale of the filter 

respectively. R is the total number of orientations and S is the total number of scales in the filter 

bank.  While the size of the filter bank is application dependent, experimentation has shown that a 

bank of filters tuned to combinations of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 scales, and different orientations, at 22.5 

degree intervals is sufficient for flower analyses.    

                   

3.2 MAXIMUM RESPONSE (MR) FILTER RESPONSES  

We describe the texture by convolving the images with MR filter bank introduced by 

Varma and Zisserman[26]. The MR sets contain both isotropic filters as well as anisotropic filters 

at multiple orientations they generate good features for all types of textures.  Additionally, unlike 

traditional rotationally invariant filters, the MR sets are also able to record the angle of maximum 

response. This enables to compute higher order co-occurrence statistics on orientation and such 

statistics may prove useful in discriminating textures which appear to be very similar. The MR 

filter banks generate more significant textons not only because of improved clustering in a lower 

dimensional space but also because rotated features are correctly mapped to the same texton.  

3.3 LEUNG-MALIK (LM) AND SCHMID FILTER RESPONSES  

The LM set is a multi scale, multi orientation filter bank with 48 filters. It consists of first 

and second derivatives of Gaussians at 6 orientations and 3 scales making a total of 36; 8 

Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) filters; and 4 Gaussians. In [27] two versions of the LM filter bank 

are considered. In LM Small (LMS), the filters occur at basic scales }22,2,2,1{ . The first 

and second derivative filters occur at the first three scales with an elongation factor of 3 (i.e. 

 x
and xy  3 ). The Gaussians occur at the four basic scales while the 8 LOG filters 

occur at  and 3 . For LM Large (LML), the filters occur at the basic scales }4,22,2,2{

. A Schmid response [14] is rotational invariant but the invariance is achieved in a different 

manner and texton clustering is always in a higher dimensional space.  The Schmid set consists of 

13 rotationally invariant filters of the form.  
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3.4 COLOR TEXTURE MOMENTS (CTM)  

Yu et al., in their work [28] developed a color and texture combined moments for image 

retrieval. In their work the image was converted onto different color space viz., RGB, HSV, YUV, 

and (SVcosH, SVsinH, V). Local Fourier Transform (LFT) was performed on all the channels of 

image with eight different templates and for each resulted channel image first two moments were 

calculated obtaining 48 features for a given single image. Experimentally they found out that 

(SVcosH, SVsinH, V) color space is better than other color space and these features were termed 

as color texture moments. In our work we have used this color texture moments as one of the 

features.   

 

 3.5 LOCAL BINARY PATTERN 
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Ojala et al. [29] proposed to use the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) histogram for rotation 

invariant texture classification. LBP is a simple but efficient operator to describe local image 

patterns. It is combined statistical and structured method.LBP is a gray-scale texture operator that 

characterizes the local spatial structure of the image texture. The basic LBP operator considers a 

3x3 neighborhood of a pixel, then these 8 border pixels will be replaced either by 1, if they are 

larger than or equal to the central pixel or by 0 otherwise. Finally, the central pixel will be 

replaced with a summation of the binary weights of border pixels in the LBP image and the 3x3 

window slides to the next pixel. It is possible to develop the basic LBP into various neighborhood 

sizes and distances. 

 

                            𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅 = ∑ 𝑠(𝑔𝑃 − gc)2𝑃𝑃−1
𝑃=0                                                 (1) 

Where s (.) is the sign function: 

                                               𝑠(𝑥) = {
1, 𝑥 ≥ 0
0, 𝑥 < 0

                                                       (2) 

 

gpand gcare grey levels of border pixels and central pixel respectively, P is the number of pixels in 

the neighborhood and R is the radius of the neighborhood. Suppose the coordinates of gc are (0, 

0), then the coordinates of gp are given by (-R sin (2πp/P), R cos (2πp/P)).  In this case, if we set 

(P = 8; R = 1), we obtain the basic LBP (1) Luminance changing cannot affect signed differences 

gp-gc, hence LBP is grey level shift invariant.  

 

 

 

                Image Threshold Weights LBP=1+16+32+64+128=241 

 

Fig 6: Computing the basic 3x3 LBP. 

 

Suppose the texture image is NxM. After identifying the LBP pattern of each pixel (i, j), the whole 

texture image is represented by building a histogram: 

 

                            𝐻(𝑘) = ∑ ∑ 𝑓(𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑀
𝑗=1 (𝑖, 𝑗), 𝑘), 𝑘 ∈ [0, 𝐾]𝑁

𝑖=1                            (3) 

 

                          f(x, y) = {
1, 𝑥 = 𝑦
0, 𝑜𝑡herwise

                                                                    (4) 

 

where K is the maximal LBP pattern value. The U value of an LBP pattern is defined as the 

number of spatial transitions (bitwise0/1 changes) in that pattern   
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 𝑈(𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅) = |𝑠(𝑔𝑃−1 − 𝑔𝑐) − 𝑠(𝑔0 − 𝑔𝑐)| + ∑ |𝑠(𝑔𝑃 − 𝑔𝑐) − 𝑠(𝑔𝑃−1 − 𝑔𝑐)|𝑃−1
𝑃=1  (5) 

 

 For example LBP pattern 00000000 has a U value of 0 and 01000000 of 2.The uniform LBP 

pattern refers to the uniform appearance pattern which has limited transition or discontinuities 

(U≤2) in the circular binary presentation. It was verified hat only ‘‘uniform’’ patterns are 

fundamental patterns of local image texture.In practice, the mapping from LBPP,Rto LBPu2
P,R 

(superscript “u2” means uniform patterns with U≤2),which has P*(P-1)+3 distinct output values, 

is implemented with a lookup table of 2Pelements. To achieve rotation invariance, a locally 

rotation invariant pattern could be defined as: 

                           𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2

= {
∑ 𝑠(𝑔𝑃 − 𝑔𝑐)        𝑖𝑓 𝑈(𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅) ≤ 2𝑃−1

𝑃=0

𝑃 + 1                                        𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                      (6) 

 

The mapping from LBPP,Rto 𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2

(superscript “riu2”means rotation invariant “uniform” 

patterns with U≤2), which has P+2 distinct output values, can be implemented with a lookup 

table. 

 

 

 

[4] CLASSIFICATION 

The extracted texture features is fed to fusion classifier of nearest neighbor and 

Probabilistic Neural Network. Introductions on each of these classifiers are given in the flowing 

subsections.  

 

4.1 NEAREST NEIGHBOR (KNN)  

One of the simplest classifiers which we used is the K-Nearest Neighbor classifier [29] 

[30]. The term nearest can be taken to mean the smallest Euclidean distances in n-dimensional 

feature space. This takes a test sample feature in a vector form, and finds the Euclidean distance 

between this and the vector representation of each training example. The training sample closest 

to the test sample is termed as its Nearest Neighbor. Since the trained sample in some sense is the 

one most similar to our test sample, it makes sense to allocate its class label to the test sample. 

This exploits the ‘smoothness’ assumption that samples near each other are likely to have the 

same class. 

 

4.2 PROBABILISTIC NEURAL NETWORKS (PNN) 

Probabilistic neural networks ([29] [30]) are forward feed networks built with three layers. 

They are derived from Bayes Decision Networks. They train quickly since the training is done in 

one pass of each training vector, rather than several. Probabilistic neural networks estimate the 

probability density function for each class based on the training samples. The probabilistic neural 

network uses a similar probability density function. This is calculated for each test vector. 

Vectors must be normalized prior to input into the network. There is an input unit for each 

dimension in the vector. The input layer is fully connected to the hidden layer. The hidden layer 
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has a node for each classification. Each hidden node calculates the dot product of the input vector 

with a test vector subtracts 1 from it and divides the result by the standard deviation squared. The 

output layer has a node for each pattern classification. The sum for each hidden node is sent to 

the output layer and the highest values wins. The Probabilistic neural network trains immediately 

but execution time is slow and it requires a large amount of space in memory. 

  

4.3 FUSION APPROACH    

In this work we study the performance of each classifier individually. Then we also 

investigate the suitability of combining two classifiers together. The proposed fusion is a decision 

level fusion approach using OR operation.  

 

[5] RESULTS 

 

In this experimentation, we intend to study the performances of different texture features in 

script classification and also effect of classifiers. The experimentation has been conducted on 

database of 30 classes under varying training samples from 40, 60 and 80 percent of database.  

The results obtained for individual feature, Combination of single feature, Combination of two 

feature, Combination of three feature and Combination of four feature are respectively tabulated 

in Table 1, Table2, Table 3,Table 4 and Table 5.  In each table, the results are tabulated for each 

individual classifier and fusion of two classifiers. It shall be noticed that the fusion of all 

classifiers achieves relatively higher accuracy in all cases. 

 

Features KNN PNN Fusion 

Gabor 61.11 57.78 71.11 

44.76 42.86 56.67 

32.12 30 39.7 

CTM 80 22.22 82.22 

60 19.05 63.81 

36.36 15.76 41.82 

LMFilter 17.78 15.56 32.22 

15.24 16.19 29.05 

10.91 10 19.09 

Sfilter 18.89 16.67 36.67 

15.24 12.73 29.05 

11.21 8.1 22.42 

Rfilter 16.19 10.95 22.22 

13.33 9.09 26.19 

12.22 7.78 20 

LBP 18.89 9.09 31.11 

15.24 8.57 24.76 

13.64 7.78 21.21 

 

  Table 1: Accuracy of different classifier and their combinations for individual Texture Features 
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Features KNN PNN Fusion 

Gabor+CTM 62.22 60 68.89 

48.1 45.24 60.95 

33.94 30.61 43.94 

Gabor+LMfilter 42.22 32.22 54.44 

33.81 23.81 47.14 

21.82 16.06 32.42 

Gabor+Sfilter 52.22 38.89 62.22 

39.05 26.19 51.43 

25.45 15.15 33.94 

Gabor+Rfilter 41.11 34.44 50 

29.05 22.38 44.76 

20.61 15.15 33.64 

Gabor+LBP 56.67 57.78 72.22 

45.24 43.81 59.52 

32.12 29.39 40.91 

CTM+LmFilter 21.11 17.78 40 

20.95 15.24 35.71 

14.55 12.73 25.15 

CTM+Sfilter 27.78 20 47.78 

19.05 15.24 32.86 

13.33 13.33 24.24 

CTM+Rfilter 22.22 18.89 35.56 

18.1 13.33 30.48 

15.15 11.21 26.06 

CTM+LBP 26.67 22.22 42.22 

22.38 23.33 38.1 

20.3 17.58 30.3 

LMfilter+Sfilter 18.89 13.33 33.33 

14.76 12.38 23.33 

7.58 6.36 17.27 

LMfilter+Rfilter 13.33 11.11 24.44 

13.81 5.15 22.38 

7.88 9.52 17.58 

Lmfilter+LBP 20 15.56 31.11 

14.29 12.86 24.29 

12.12 10.61 22.12 

Sfilter+Rfilter 13.33 12.22 22.22 

11.9 9.52 20.95 

9.39 8.18 17.27 
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Sfilter+LBP 18.89 14.44 33.33 

10.95 10.95 22.38 

9.39 10 19.7 

Rfilter+LBP 16.67 12.73 29.52 

12.73 10.48 24.24 

12.22 10 23.33 

 

 

Features KNN PNN Fusion 

Gabor+CTM+LMfilter 42.22 31.11 53.33 

34.29 25.24 47.14 

23.03 17.27 35.15 

Gabor+CTM+Sfilter 53.33 40 65.56 

39.52 28.1 52.86 

26.36 16.06 34.85 

Gabor+CTM+Rfilter 43.33 34.44 52.22 

31.43 22.86 47.62 

21.52 15.76 33.03 

Gabor+CTM+LBP 57.78 60 71.11 

47.14 46.67 60 

33.33 31.21 43.03 

CTM+LMfilter+Sfilter 21.11 22.22 37.78 

18.1 17.62 31.9 

8.48 12.73 19.09 

CTM+Sfilter+Rfilter 17.78 16.67 32.22 

16.19 11.43 31.9 

10.3 8.79 23.33 

CTM+Rfilter+LMfilter 16.67 13.33 27.78 

14.76 12.86 27.62 

7.88 6.36 23.03 

Gabor+Rfilter+LMfilter 25.56 15.56 45.55 

23.81 15.24 35.71 

16.36 10.61 27.27 

Gabor+Rfilter+Sfilter 32.22 18.88 47.78 

25.24 14.76 42.38 

16.97 9.09 27.58 

Gabor+Sfilter+LMfilter 34.44 18.89 47.78 

27.62 19.05 41.43 

18.18 10.61 30.3 

Gabor+Rfilter+LBP 42.22 34.44 52.22 

29.52 21.9 45.24 

Table 2: Accuracy of different classifier and their combinations for Combination Two features 
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21.21 14.85 32.12 

Gabor+LMfilter+LBP 41.11 32.22 54.44 

31.43 22.38 46.19 

22.42 15.76 33.33 

Gabor+Sfilter+LBP 55.56 36.67 66.67 

37.14 25.71 52.38 

24.55 16.06 36.36 

CTM+Rfilter+LBP 22.22 17.78 37.78 

21.43 15.24 33.81 

16.36 13.33 29.09 

CTM+LMfilter+LBP 24.44 18.89 36.67 

20.95 17.62 36.19 

13.94 14.24 25.45 

CTM+Sfilter+LBP 18.89 15.56 42.22 

12.38 13.81 28.57 

12.42 11.21 26.97 

Rfilter+Sfilter+LBP 14.44 12.22 25.56 

12.86 9.52 21.9 

10.91 8.48 21.21 

Rfilter+LMfilter+LBP 13.33 11.11 31.11 

11.43 9.52 21.43 

6.67 5.45 16.06 

Sfilter+LMfilter+LBP 18.89 13.33 30 

15.24 12.86 28.1 

7.58 6.97 17.27 

 

Features KNN PNN Fusion 

Gabor+CTM+LMfilter+Rfilter 30 24.44 45.56 

25.71 22.86 37.62 

16.36 18.79 28.48 

Gabor+CTM+LMfilter+Sfilter 36.67 25.56 50 

29.52 27.14 44.76 

19.39 19.09 32.42 

Gabor+LBP+LMfilter+Sfilter 36.67 27.78 55.56 

28.1 24.76 42.86 

20.3 15.45 31.21 

Gabor+LBP+LMfilter+Rfilter 25.56 30 47.78 

23.81 23.81 36.67 

16.97 20.3 30.91 

Gabor+LBP+Sfilter+Rfilter 32.22 30 45.56 

25.71 26.67 42.38 

17.88 17.88 27.88 

Table 3: Accuracy of different classifier and their combinations for Combination of Three features 
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Gabor+LBP+CTM+Rfilter 44.44 33.33 54.44 

30.95 22.38 46.19 

22.42 15.15 34.55 

Gabor+LBP+CTM+Sfilter 44.44 37.78 70 

30.95 27.14 53.33 

22.42 16.36 38.18 

Gabor+LBP+CTM+LMfilter 42.22 32.22 58.89 

32.86 24.29 47.14 

23.33 17.58 33.94 

Gabor+CTM+Rfilter+Sfilter 35.56 21.11 50 

27.62 15.71 45.24 

18.79 11.21 31.21 

Gabor+LMfilter+Rfilter+Sfilter 23.33 25.56 37.78 

23.81 20.48 34.29 

14.24 16.67 25.76 

CTM+LMfilter+Rfilter+Sfilter 23.81 11.11 24.44 

16.19 9.05 23.81 

14.55 6.36 19.7 

LBP+LMfilter+Rfilter+Sfilter 16.67 8.89 26.67 

13.03 7.62 20.95 

11.9 5.76 18.48 

LBP+CTM+ Rfilter+Sfilter 18.89 17.78 35.56 

12.38 11.9 30.48 

10.91 9.09 24.55 

LBP+CTM+ Sfilter+LMfilter 24.44 24.44 42.22 

17.62 17.14 31.9 

8.48 12.42 19.39 

LBP+CTM+ Rfilter+LMfilter 20 11.11 27.78 

17.62 10.95 27.14 

16.06 6.36 23.03 

 

 

 

 

Features KNN PNN Fusion 

Gabor+CTM+LMfilter+Rfilter+Sfilter 24.44 25.56 41.11 

24.29 23.81 37.62 

14.24 16.67 26.36 

Gabor+LBP+LMfilter+Rfilter+Sfilter 24.44 25.56 40 

23.33 20.95 34.29 

13.94 16.06 25.76 

Table 4: Accuracy of different classifier and their combinations for Combination of Four features 
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[6] CONCLUSION 

In this work we develop a bi-lingual script classification system based on the combination 

of texture features and classifiers. The suitable texture features such as Color Texture Moments, 

Local binary pattern, LM filter responses, Schmid filter responses, Maximum filter responses and 

Gabor responses is explored for the purpose of plant classification. It is observed that the fusion 

classifier achieves relatively good classification accuracy when compared to any other available 

classifier. We have created our own database of documents. We conducted experimentation under 

varying database size and we studied its effect on classification accuracy. The experimental results 

have shown that the fusion classifier outperforms any individual classifier. 
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Abstract— Video shot change detection is an extremely 
important task for video analysis and is considered as the 
preliminary step for effective video summarization, browsing 
and retrieval. In this work, a new texture based descriptor has 
been proposed using Midhinge Local Binary Pattern (MHLBP) 
concept for identification of abrupt transition in videos. The 
discrimination capability of MHLBP is better than basic LBP 
and its versions (mean LBP and midrange LBP). MHLBP 
histogram is constructed by applying midhinge statistics on 
each mask of video frame. The distance between histogram 
features of the adjacent frames are evaluated using Euclidean 
distance. The obtained distance values are subjected to 
adaptive thresh-old mechanism for identifying of abrupt shot 
changes in a video. The planned framework is tested on a 
subset of TRECVID 2001 dataset. The result shows that the 
proposed method outperforms with other existing shot change 
detection algorithms in terms of precision, recall and F-
measures.  

Keywords— Local Binary Pattern, Midhinge, Abrupt 
transition, Adaptive threshold, Euclidean distance, Shot change 
detection. 

I. INTRODUCTION     
The surge in multimedia and network technology has 

driven to rapid growth in the amount of video data that is 
available to public now-a-days. This demands for efficient 
and effective tools for summarizing and retrieval of videos. 
Efficient Video Summarization and Retrieval based on 
content of the video requires shot change detection as a pilot 
step. Shots are uninterrupted frame sequences during camera 
breaks. Shots are identified by detecting shot boundaries or 
shot transitions (abrupt and gradual), where more than one 
shot are joined to form a scene. Abrupt transitions are 
immediate transitions between successive shots, whereas 
gradual transitions are slow and occurs over multiple frames 
[1]. Different video effects used for gradual transitions are 
fade-in, wipe, fade-out, dissolve etc. Earlier, varied 
techniques have been used to detect shot transitions. A 
comprehensive review and challenges of shot change 
detection is found in [1,2,3]. In literature, some of the 
SBD(Shot Boundary Detection) works has been emphasized 
based on edges [4,5], color histograms [6,7], motion features 
[7,8], pixels [ 9,10], similarity analysis [11], SIFT features 
[12] etc.  Manjunath et al. [13] pro-posed a non-parametric 
method to detect shot boundaries using eigen gap approach. 
Features from orthogonal transform moments has been 
derived  to detect hard cut in  videos by Sadiq et al. [14]. 
Guru et al. [15] proposed a work for shot change detection 
based on split and merge framework using fisher linear 
discriminant criterion. Hui et al. [16] developed a fuzzy 
based technique to unify hybrid features to detect hard and 

gradual transition in a video. Zhang et al. [17] applied block-
wise principal component analysis to establish shot eigen 
spaces from video segments to detect cut and gradual 
transition.  Some of the drawbacks of the existing system 
states that edge based methods consumes more 
computational time [18] and color based methods in video 
segmentation gives motion induced false alarm and 
illumination variation [19]. In image processing applications 
like medical imaging [20], remote sensing, face identification 
and content-based image retrieval, texture feature plays a 
vital role. Prominent texture feature that is invariant to image 
rotation and illumination changes is Local Binary Pattern 
(LBP) [21]. Ojala et al. [22] proposed LBP method for 
texture classification. Further, to enhance the robustness and 
discriminative capability, different versions of LBP viz. 
Completed LBP [23], Mean LBP [24], Improved LBP [25], 
Mid-range LBP [26], Dominant LBP [27], Pyramid LBP 
[28] have been developed. Even though noticeable results on 
texture analysis have been attained by LBP and its variants, 
they often classify many patterns into a same class and are 
sensitive to noise. The proposed method overcomes this 
problem to certain extent using Midhinge LBP (MHLBP) 
which is an extension of LBP and  it facilitate as the basic 
need in some of the video retrieval applications such as 
museum management, e-learning, remote sensing, 
architectural and engineering design, weather forecasting, 
geographic information systems etc. 

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides 
brief review of MLBP and MRLBP. Section 3 discusses 
MHLBP feature extraction, video representation and shot 
boundary detection. Section 4 details experimental results 
and comparative analysis and section 5 provides the 
conclusion.. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
The original LBP serves as a local descriptor which 

compares the central pixel value with its neighbouring pixel 
intensity values.  Binary values 0/1 is designated by 
considering neighbouring pixel values exceeding (or equal 
to) centre pixel [29]. The original LBP operator has two 
significant drawbacks i.e., it’s sensitivity towards noise and 
at times, it characterise various structural patterns with same 
binary code, which reduces its discriminative capability [30] 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. To improve the discriminative 
capability of basic LBP, several variants of LBP have been 
designed which includes Mean LBP (MLBP) and Midrange 
LBP (MRLBP). In this section MLBP and MRLBP methods 
are reviewed. 
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A. Brief review of MLBP 

Bai et al. [24] proposed MLBP method by analysing all 
the pixels in the block with the mean intensity value of 3*3 
neighbourhood pixels except the centre pixel. Average gray 
value for each block is computed as in (1) 
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Where G denotes the gray value of the centre pixel and 
Gi (i=0,…,8) represents the gray values of the 
neighbourhood pixels. ALG stand for mean gray value and 
is used as a threshold instead of centre pixel, which is robust 
to noise. Comparison of mean threshold with neighbouring 
pixels is performed to obtain MLBP value as in (2): 
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Where P is the number of pixels in the neighbourhood, R 
stands for the radius, GP represents the neighbouring pixel 
gray values and ALGC is mean gray value of 3*3 
neighbourhood values. Fig. 2 illustrates an example of 
obtaining an MLBP from 3*3 pattern. 

B. Brief Review of MRLBP 
Rashmi and Nagendraswamy proposed MRLBP [26] 

method where the pixels in the block are compared with the 
midrange intensity value of 3*3 neighbourhood pixels except 
the centre pixel. Midrange threshold is obtained by 
evaluating mean of minimum and maximum values of 3*3 
neighborhood pixels as shown in (4). 

                   ( ) / 2min maxMRLG G G= +                            (4) 

Here, Gmin and Gmax represents minimum and maximum 
values of 3*3 neighbour-hood. Comparison of midrange 
threshold with neighbouring pixels is performed to obtain 
MRLBP value as follows: 
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       Where P confines the number of pixels in the 
neighbourhood, R stands for the radius, GP represents the 
neighbourhood values and MRLGC is mean gray value of 
3*3 neighbourhood. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of 
obtaining an MRLBP from 3*3 pattern. 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of Original LBP operator 

 
Fig. 2. Illustration of Mean LBP operator 

 
Fig. 3. Illustration of Midrange LBP operator 

III.  PROPOSED METHOD 
The planned method detects abrupt shot changes in a 

video. Initially, histogram feature is constructed by 
extracting texture feature for each frame utilising MHLBP 
operator. The Euclidean Distance value is obtained between 
the histogram features of adjacent frames in a video. These 
values aids in determining adaptive threshold for detection of 
shot changes. Further, MHLBP texture description and video 
depiction scheme to address the detection of shot boundary 
are detailed in subsections. Keep your text and graphic files 
separate until after the text has been formatted and styled. Do 
not use hard tabs, and limit use of hard returns to only one 
return at the end of a paragraph. Do not add any kind of 
pagination anywhere in the paper. Do not number text heads-
the template will do that for you. 

A. Feature Extraction using Midhinge LBP (MHLBP) 
The flexibility of LBP method makes it easily modifiable 

to address different types of problems. There are various 
enhancement of LBP that aims to enrich its robust-ness and 
discriminative capability. MLBP and MRLBP are one of 
those variants. Midhinge LBP has been proposed deriving 
motivation from MLBP and MRLBP. Discrimination 
capability of MHLBP is better than original LBP and its 
versions (mean LBP and midrange LBP). Unlike mean and 
midrange, the midhinge is relatively robust measure to 
estimate central tendency [31]. The average of first quartile 
and third quartile of 3*3 mask intensity values is considered 
as Midhinge threshold at each pixel position as follows: 

                        ( )1 3 / 2  MHLG Q Q= +                            (3) 
Where Q1 and Q3 are the first and third quartile gray 

intensity values of 3*3 neighbourhood. MHLG exhibits the 
midhinge gray value. A process in accordance to MRLBP is 
enforced using MHLG as the threshold in place of midrange 
gray value as formulated below: 
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p
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p
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−
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Here, p represents the pixels count in the neighbourhood, 
R depicts the radius, Gp gives gray values of neighbourhood 
and MHLGc is midhinge gray value of 3*3 mask. 
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The f(x) function is defined in the following equation: 
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x
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else
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                              (4) 

 
      The discriminative efficiency of MHLBP is illustrated in 
Fig. 4 which provides distinct MHLBP codes for 3*3 
pattern when compared to Original LBP, Mean LBP and 
Midrange LBP as shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of Midhinge LBP operator 

B. Video Representation 
As described in section A, the MHLBP operator 

provides codes for the overlying blocks of 3*3 matrix 

 
Fig. 5. Frame sequence of anni006 video 

 

 
Fig. 6. Original LBP Histogram distribution 

 

 
Fig. 7.    MHLBP Histogram distribution 

 
Fig. 8. Feature distribution of anni006 video 

C. Shot Change Detection 
Statistic-based metrics computed at the block level gives 

the best result for abrupt cut detection [32].In this approach, 
frame difference values are calculated by utilizing Euclidean 
distance measure for the histogram feature of the adjacent 
frames. Euclidean distance is computed as shown in equation 
10. 

                              
2
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1
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q i
i

p ip qD
=

−= �                         (10) 

      Where {Pi} and {qi} represents two histogram values of 
adjacent frames of a video, {i=1,2,….,n} and D gives the 
distance measure. Threshold is computed by considering the 
standard deviation (�) and mean (�) of the distance Di 
values for the entire frame sequence of a video as 
formulated: 

                                    ( )*Thd μ σ α= +                        (11) 
Where � is a constant value. Abrupt cut is identified, if 

the dissimilarity between the frames exceeds the adaptive 
threshold value. 

IV. RESULTS 

       The planned method is analysed by performing 
experiments on few videos of TRECVID 2001 dataset. 
TRECVID is a part of TREC series which is a standard 
dataset for performance evaluation of various shot change 
detection algorithms [33]. These videos contains properties 
like cut, gradual transition, camera/object motion etc.  The 
description of the dataset used in our experiment is 
described in Table 1 [34]. 

TABLE 1. Details of TRECVID 2001 dataset 
video  

Description 
Number of 
Frames  

Abrupt 
Transitions 

anni005 “NASA_25th_Anniversary-
Show_Segment_5” 

11,363 38 

anni006 “NASA_25th-Anniversary-
Show_Segment_6” 

12,306 41 

anni009 “NASA_25th-Anniversary-
Show_Segment_9” 

16,587 38 

NAD53 “A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_-
_Report_#260”       

26,115 83 

 
        The results obtained are analyzed with the available 
ground-truth to identify the shot transition as correctly 
identified shot cut, missed shot cut or falsely identified shot 
cut. The evaluation of the proposed method is computed 
using Precision, Recall and F-measure. 

                                Precision CI
CI FI

=
+

                   (12) 

                                     Re CIcall
CI MI

=
+

                     (13) 

                   2*Pr *Re
Pr Re

ecision callF Measure
ecision call

− =
+
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A. Comparative analysis with LBP and Non-LBP methods  
On the selected dataset, comparative study is 

performed with Original LBP, MLBP and MRLBP 
approaches and is represented in Table 2. The presented 
method provides significant results in terms of 
discriminative efficiency in comparison with original 
LBP and its variants. The performance is measured via 
recall, precision and F-measure. Also, comparative study 
is performed with few of the existing algorithms as 
depicted in Table 3. The presented method surpass some 
of the well-known approaches with the average 
performance parameter Recall score of 88%, Precision 
score of 90% and F-measure score of 89%. From the 
outcome of the experimental analysis, MHLBP descriptor 
has improved the ability of discrimination of original 
LBP and has better efficiency in comparison with 
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existing algorithms. Comparative analysis has been 
depicted in Fig. 9. 

 
 

TABLE 1.COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED METHOD WITH OTHER METHODS 

Video  
sequence 

No. of 
shots 

Original LBP [29] Mean LBP   [24]       Midrange LBP [26]   Proposed Method     

R P Fm R P Fm R P Fm R P Fm 

“anni005” 38 0.76 0.94 0.84 0.79 0.86 0.82 0.76 0.88 0.82 0.86 0.89 0.87 

“anni006” 41 0.66 0.77 0.71 0.73 0.77 0.75 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.87 0.90 0.88 

“anni009” 38 0.74 0.88 0.80 0.74 0.90 0.81 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.89 0.91 0.89 

“NAD53” 83 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.91 0.92 0.91 

          Average 0.73 0.84 0.78 0.77 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.86 0.84 0.88 0.90 0.89 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Graph for Recall, Precision, F-measure and Average 

 
 

TABLE 2.COMPARATIVEANALYSIS OF PROPOSED METHOD WITH NON-LBP BASED METHODS TO DETECT SHOT BOUNDARIES 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Video 
Sequence 

Number  
of shots 

Color Histograms 
[35] 

Motion Vector 
Likelihoods [36]             

Proposed Method          

R P Fm R P Fm R P Fm 

anni005 38 0.83 0.64 0.72 0.53 0.46 0.49 0.86 0.89 0.87 
anni006 41 0.70 0.78 0.74 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.87 0.90 0.88 
anni009 38 0.71 0.84 0.77 0.64 0.59 0.61 0.89 0.91 0.89 
NAD53 83 0.62 0.69 0.65 0.73 0.46 0.56 0.91 0.92 0.91 
 Average 0.72 0.74 0.72 0.61 0.52 0.56 0.88 0.90 0.89 
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V. CONCLUSION 
In this work, abrupt transition of videos are identified 

by extracting texture features from video frames using 
midhinge LBP. The performance of the LBP feature is 
improved by extracting MHLBP histogram for every frame 
of a video. MHLBP has enhanced the discriminative ability 
compared to original LBP and its versions (MLBP and 
MRLBP). The proposed method has been tested with some 
of the existing methods on TRECVID2001 video dataset 
and the results obtained are acceptable in terms of efficiency 
and accuracy. The outcome of the proposed method 
provided 89% of F-measure whereas using the LBP variants 
viz. original LBP, Mean LBP, Midrange LBP we obtained 
78%, 80% and 84% of F-measure respectively. Further 
research is to be focused on the detection of gradual 
transitions in the video dataset. 
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a b s t r a c t

Advancement in technology has led to tremendous increase in the online video content that requires effi-
cient and effective content based video analysis approaches. In this regard, efficient approach for abrupt
Shot Boundary Detection (SBD) and keyframe extraction has been presented. The proposed method
detects abrupt shots by extracting binarized edge information from frames for texture characterisation
using Local Binary Pattern (LBP) method. Further, Euclidean distance has been applied on the histogram
features constructed and an adaptive threshold is used to detect abrupt shots. During keyframe extrac-
tion phase, magnitude gradient using Sobel operator has been extracted from each frame of the seg-
mented shot. Subsequently, magnitude values are transformed into Z-score which describes the
position of each pixel in terms of its distance from the mean, when measured in standard deviation units
of every frame. Finally, Co-efficient of variation is computed for each frame and the frame possessing the
highest value is selected as a keyframe from every shot. Experiments were conducted on TRECVID 2001
dataset to analyze and validate the proposed approach. Experimental result manifest that the proposed
SBD and keyframe extraction method outperforms some of the state-of-the-art algorithms with average
F1-score of 98.15% and average fidelity measure of 90% respectively.
� 2020 The Author. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the rapid development of multimedia technology
has led to increase in the number of video data available on the
web. This demands the need for new approaches to facilitate video
summarization, indexing and retrieval. Video shots are often trea-
ted as the basic element for video analysis (Duan et al., 2013). A
shot is a consecutive frame sequence that are taken from single
camera break (Thakre et al., 2016). Basically, shot boundaries are
categorized into abrupt and gradual transitions. Gradual transi-
tions includes dissolve, fade-in, fade-out and wipes (Yuan et al.,
2007). The entire video shot can be represented using a single
frame, called keyframe (Hannane et al., 2016).

Video summarization depicts compact representation of a video
sequence (Besiris et al., 2008). It is represented as a sequence of

still images (keyframes) or moving images (video skims) (Truong
and Venkatesh, 2007). Advantages of video skim over static sum-
mary is the ability to include audio and motion elements that
enhances the information to be conveyed by the summary
(Jadhav and Jadhav, 2015). In static summary, keyframes are not
restricted with time and sequence issue. So, it provides more flex-
ibility in terms of arrangement for the purpose of browsing and
navigation. Therefore, in recent years researchers are focusing
more on efficient approaches to develop static summaries.

In this paper, we have focused on generating static video sum-
mary by extracting keyframes from the segmented shots of the
video. There are numerous ways to extract features based on tex-
ture, shapes, edges etc. Texture based extraction plays a vital role
in image processing applications like medical image analysis,
remote sensing, face identification and content-based image retrie-
val. Most generally used texture descriptor is Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) (Pietikainen, 2005). Further, to improve the robustness and
discriminative capability, different versions of LBP viz. Mean LBP
(Bai et al., 2008), Improved LBP (Jin et al., 2004), Mid-range
(Rashmi, 2016), Dominant LBP (Liao et al., 2009), Pyramid LBP
(Qian et al., 2011) and others (Sliti et al., 2018) (Khaleefah et al.,
2019) have been developed. Despite the fact that remarkable
results on texture analysis have been gained by LBP and its vari-
ants, they often classify many patterns into a same class and are
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sensitive to noise. To detect the occurrence of shot boundary accu-
rately in the video sequence, we must select effective and efficient
features from the frames of the video which are robust to mislead-
ing factors such as illuminations or lighting effects, zooming etc.
Edges are largely invariant under local illumination changes and
are much less affected by possible motion in the video (Adjeroh
et al., 2009). The recent literature related to LBP shows that the
accuracy of the original LBP method can be improved using edge
information (Abdesselam, 2013). This has motivated us to carry
out this research work.

The proposed method detects abrupt transitions based on LBP
texture histograms that are constructed using binarized edge infor-
mation of the frames. This has enhanced the accuracy of the orig-
inal LBP method. The distance between each adjacent histogram of
frames is computed using Euclidean Distance and adaptive thresh-
old is applied to detect the shot boundaries. In the subsequent step,
keyframe extraction is performed by applying Sobel gradient
function by estimating its magnitude on each frame of a shot. Then,
Z-score is applied on the magnitude values and co-efficient of
variation is computed to extract the keyframes. Finally, video
summary is devised by combining the keyframes obtained.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the brief description of some related works. Section 3 gives the
detailed description of the proposed methodology for SBD and
keyframe extraction. Section 4 reports the experimental analysis
and results and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Literature review

In this section, a brief overview of literature on SBD and key-
frame extraction approaches by various researchers is presented.

2.1. Shot boundary detection

In literature, various approaches for SBD have been explored
(Yuan et al., 2007; Abdulhussain et al., 2018). Most of the
approaches are based on histogram, edge, pixel etc. Huo et al.
(2016) have proposed poisson model based inter-frame difference
histogram method to detect cut and gradual transitions in video. A
novel algorithm to detect abrupt transitions via dual stage
approach has been presented (Singh et al., 2020). In the first stage
adaptive wiener filter is applied and Local Binary Pattern his-
togram Fourier is extracted to reduce the effect of illumination.
In the second stage Canny edge difference is used to remove the
motion and illumination effects. Orthogonal transform moments
(Abdulhussain et al., 2019) have been used to extract feature from
the frame to detect hard cuts in the video. Rashmi (2016) have
introduced Midrange Local Binary Pattern (MRLBP) as a texture
descriptor to detect the abrupt cuts in the video. Scale invariant
feature transform have incorporated to the RGB color space in
order to identify the abrupt and gradual transitions in the video
(El khattabi et al., 2017). A novel approach for identifying shot cuts
in the video based on split and merge frame work using Fischer
Linear Discriminant Criterion has been presented (Guru et al.,
2013). Hannane et al., (2016) have proposed an efficient method
to detect abrupt and gradual transitions in video by extracting
the SIFT-Point distribution histogram from the frames, which is a
combination of both global and local features. Bitwise-XOR dissim-
ilarity operation between the adjacent frames of the video has
been utilised (Rashmi and Nagendraswamy, 2016) to detect abrupt
cuts . Dadashi and Kanan (2013) have presented a new method to
detect abrupt cuts in the video based on fuzzy rules. Motion based
SBD (MSBD) has been presented (Kanagaraj and Priya, 2018) using
curvlet features as it represents object motion in different magni-
tude and orientations.

In spite of the useful previous works in the literature for SBD, it
is still a challenging issue to attain quality performance for all
genre videos.

2.2. Keyframe extraction

Extraction of keyframes plays a vital role in video summariza-
tion, indexing and retrieval. Hence, lot of research has been carried
out for keyframe extraction. As reported by Angadi and Naik
(2014), there are mainly four different types of approaches for key-
frame extraction: sampling based approach, object based
approach, segment based approach and shot based approach. In
sampling based technique, keyframes are selected randomly under
sampling without considering content of the video. Main disadvan-
tage of this technique is that, it may cause some necessary yet
short video clips to have no representative frames. Object based
approaches are efficient and semantic, but more prominence is
given to the foreground and are convenient for certain applications
only. The keyframes selected by segment based technique could
efficiently represent the content of the video. Even so, segmenta-
tion is a complex process and it is hard to decide the number of
segments. Shot based approaches are effective and one of the
important method as they select keyframes from each shot.

Hannane et al. (2016) have proposed a technique to extract key-
frames from the shots using entropy based singular value metric.
Probabilistic entropy measure has been utilized (Rashmi and
Nagendraswamy, 2018) to choose keyframe within fuzzified
frames of a video shot. Pan et al. (2019) introduced keyframe
extraction approach based on clustering. Keyframes are selected
based on their energy rank derived from dissimilarity and repre-
sentativeness of video frames. A novel video summarization
approach based on Color co-occurrence matrices for SBD is per-
formed using normalised sum of squared differences and middle
frame of shot is selected as a keyframe (Mussel Cirne and
Pedrini, 2018). Computational framework that makes use of one-
class classifier as a novelty detector is used (Yong et al., 2013) to
extract keyframes based on the semantic-contents of the frame.
Barhoumi and Zagrouba (2013) have presented a method to extract
keyframes from the shots based on object based event detection. A
new method to extract keyframes based on logical image descrip-
tion using interest points, repeatability network and modularity
has been designed (Gharbi et al., 2019). Kanagaraj and Priya
(2018) have presented shot based keyframe extraction for feature
extraction and selection for multimedia event classification. Here,
Block Matching Algorithm (BMA) is performed to avoid similarity
among keyframes.

Above discussed methods makes it clear that various tech-
niques are available to extract keyframes for video summarization.
Still, it is a big challenge to extract keyframes from the segmented
video to construct an efficient video summary.

3. Proposed methodology

SBD and keyframe extraction are two important phases of the
proposed methodology. The preliminary step is to convert the
extracted video frames from color to gray before moving forward
to afore said phases.

Initially, gray scale images are transformed into binarized edge
images using different edge detection operators like Sobel, Canny
and Roberts. Then, block based LBP is computed on the obtained
binarized images with and without centre pixel and histogram is
constructed to form a feature set. Further, Euclidean Distance is
applied between the histogram features of adjacent frames. Adap-
tive threshold is computed on the obtained distance values to iden-
tify the shot boundaries. In the subsequent step, Sobel gradient
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function is applied to each frame of the segmented shot and its
magnitude is estimated. Z-score is applied on the obtained magni-
tude gradient image and co-efficient of variation is computed.
Finally, frame with maximum co-efficient of variation is selected
as keyframe from every shot.

The above phases are broadly classified into three steps namely:
(i) Feature extraction and representation (ii) Abrupt shot detection
and (iii) Keyframe extraction. The following subsection describes
each step of the proposed framework. Fig. 1 depicts the general
framework of the proposed methodology.

3.1. Feature extraction and representation

Features that describes the visual information plays a major role
to identify the occurrence of shot boundary. The original LBP oper-
ator makes use of the centre pixel to threshold each image pixels of
3*3 neighborhood. Binary values 0/1 is designated based on the
threshold. LBP code is generated for each 3*3 neighborhood by
multiplying the binary values with corresponding weights and
summing up the result (Ojala et al., 1996). A new feature extraction
approach, Binarized Edge Local Binary Pattern (BELBP) has been
proposed in this work. Initially, the gray scale images are

transformed into binarized edge images using Sobel (Sobel and
Feldman, 1968), Roberts (Roberts, 1963) and Canny (Canny,
1986) edge detection operators as shown in Fig. 2.

These edge descriptors are used during experimentation to
investigate their performance by applying LBP method. The perfor-
mance of the LBP based methods are improved by obtaining the
feature vectors from binarized edge image pixels. Here, feature
vectors are constructed by applying LBP technique with and with-
out centre pixel of 3 � 3 neighborhood for the binarized edge
images. Since binarized edge image is considered, threshold com-
putation step is eliminated. LBP code computed lies in the range
0 to 511 considering centre pixel and 0–255 for not considering
centre pixel. The BELBP is computed as formulated in the equation:

BELBPðP RÞ ¼
Xp�1

p¼0

SðGpÞ2p ð1Þ

Here, p represents the pixels count in the neighborhood, R
depicts the radius, Gp gives binary values of 3*3 mask of binarized
edge image. Thus, histogram is constructed using these LBP codes
for each frame which aids in the detection of shot boundary.
Fig. 3 shows the illustration of computing the LBP code for bina-
rized Sobel edge image.

Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed methodology.

Fig. 2. Illustration of binarized edge images for frame #03955 of anni009 video.
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3.2. Abrupt shot detection

After extracting the histogram features, the next step is to ana-
lyze the appropriate metrics to compare the adjacent frames. Dur-
ing abrupt shot detection, best results are obtained by using
statistic based metrics computed at the block level (Ford et al.,
2000). In the proposed method, we have utilized Euclidean Dis-
tance measure to compute the histogram frame difference values
of the adjacent frames. Euclidean Distance computed is repre-
sented as in the equation.

DMðr;sÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xn
i¼1

ðri � siÞ2
vuut ð2Þ

where DM represents the distance measure and {ri},{si} are the two
histogram values of adjacent frames of a video, where {i = 1,2,3. . ...,
n}.

On obtaining the distance values for the frame sequence of a
video, adaptive threshold is computed. In this experiment, Stan-
dard Deviation (r) and Mean (l) of the distance values are consid-
ered to compute the threshold and is formulated in the following
equation.

Where, Athd provides the adaptive threshold and a is a constant
value. Abrupt shot change is identified if the dissimilarity between
the frames exceeds the adaptive threshold value.

3.3. Keyframe extraction

After detecting the abrupt shot boundary in the video, keyframe
is extracted which efficiently reflects the salient content of the
shot. Further, extracted keyframes are combined to form a video
summary. In literature, there are various techniques to choose key-
frames with the justifiable quality but they are computationally
expensive (Furini et al., 2010). In this method, Sobel gradient oper-
ator is chosen to transform gray scale image to gradient magnitude
image as it outperforms other edge detectors in terms of accuracy
and computational efficiency (Abdesselam, 2013). In order to
extract keyframes, we first apply gradient function using Sobel
operator to each frame of the segmented shot. The operator con-
sists of a pair of 3*3 kernels which are convolved with original

image to calculate approximations of the derivatives, one in the
x-direction (columns) and the other estimating the gradient in
the y-direction (rows) as shown in the following equation.

Gx ¼
�1 0 þ1
�2 0 þ2
�1 0 þ1

2
64

3
75

Gy ¼
þ1 2 þ1
0 0 0
�1 �2 �1

2
64

3
75 ð4Þ

Separate measurements are produced by the kernels for the
gradient component in each direction, namely Gx and Gy. The mag-
nitude of the gradient is then computed using below equation and
Fig. 4 represents the magnitude of Sobel gradient image.

GM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G2

x þ G2
y

q
ð5Þ

Then, magnitude gradient values are transformed into Z-score
that measures the position of each pixel of an image in terms of
its distance from the mean, in units of standard deviation as formu-
lated in the following equation:

ZGM ¼ ðGMij � lÞ=r ð6Þ

where, l ¼ 1
n

Pn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1GMij

� �

r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1

ðGMij � lÞ2

n

vuuut

Further, co-efficient of variation is computed which aids in
identifying the frames with rich visual content. The outcome of
highest co-efficient of variation value indicates that the pixels in
the frame/image are prominent in the edge region and the smallest
co-efficient of variation indicates that pixel belongs to uniform
region (Badshah et al., 2012). Based on this criteria, the frame rep-
resenting the highest co-efficient of variation value is thus selected
as keyframe within a video shot and is formulated as follows:

CV ¼ r=l ð7Þ

Fig. 3. Illustration of computing Sobel BELBP for frame #03955 of anni009 video.
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where, l ¼ 1
n

Pn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1ZGMij

� �

r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1

ðZGMij � lÞ2

n

vuuut

4. Results and discussion

Dataset: In order to analyze the performance of the proposed
method, video sequences from TRECVID 2001 dataset has been
considered and description is given in Table 1. The dataset con-
sists of abrupt cuts and different types of gradual transitions
along with object motion, camera motion and illumination varia-
tion of various degree, which makes detection process very
tedious. The frame resolution of TRECVID 2001 video sequences
is 320 � 262. To analyze the proposed method, the shot transition
information of these videos available with the ground truth is
taken into consideration.

The proposed method is evaluated at two stages: i) Shot Bound-
ary Detection and ii) Keyframe extraction. Extensive experiments
were conducted to analyze the performance of the proposed tech-
nique using Matlab 2014a on Intel Core i5 processor, running at
2.70 GHz with 8 GB RAM.

4.1. Performance evaluation for abrupt SBD

During SBD, the obtained results are compared with ground
truth, to classify the shot detection as correct, false or missed cuts
and following measures were used to evaluate the performance:

Recall ¼ Cd

Cd þMd
ð8Þ

Precision ¼ Cd

Cd þ Fd
ð9Þ

F1� score ¼ 2 � Recall � Precision
Recallþ Precision

ð10Þ

where Cd is the number of correctly identified shot cuts, Md is the
number of missed shot cuts and Fd represents false cuts. An out-
standing shot transition detection algorithm must acquire high
recall and high precision values.

Experiments have been conducted to evaluate the proposed
method on standard video dataset as represented in Table 1 by
considering six different cases. In the proposed method, systematic
experimentations have been carried out on different combinations
as shown in Fig. 5.

The experimental analysis are classified based on Sobel, Roberts
and Canny edge images as follows: 1) Results of LBP with centre
pixel 2) Results of LBP without centre pixel.

LBP with centre pixel: LBP has been applied on binarized Sobel,
Roberts and Canny edge images considering the centre pixel of 3*3
neighborhood and histogram is constructed. The adaptive thresh-
old computed are applied on histogram feature vectors of adjacent
frames. The results analyzed in terms of recall, precision and F1-
score for Sobel, Roberts and Canny images are detailed in Table 2.

Obtained results exhibits that, the performance of Sobel BELBP
with centre pixel is better than other two methods in terms of
recall, precision and F1-score.

LBP without centre pixel: Similarly, LBP has been applied to the
above mentioned binarized edge images without centre pixel of
3*3 neighborhood and histogram is constructed. The adaptive
threshold computed are applied on histogram feature vectors of
adjacent frames. The results analyzed in terms of recall, precision
and F1-score for Sobel, Roberts and Canny images are detailed in
Table 3.

Fig. 4. Illustration of computing the magnitude of Sobel gradient image.

Table 1
Description of TRECVID 2001 video dataset.

File
Name

Video Title No. of
Frames

Abrupt
transitions

anni005 ‘‘NASA_25th_Anniversary-
Show_Segment_5”

11,363 38

anni006 ‘‘NASA_25th-Anniversary-
Show_Segment_6”

12,306 41

anni009 ‘‘NASA_25th-Anniversary-
Show_Segment_9”

16,587 38

anni010 ‘‘NASA_25th-Anniversary-
Show_Segment_10”

31,389 98

nad31 ‘‘Spaceworks - Episode 6” 52,405 187
nad33 ‘‘Spaceworks - Episode 8” 49,768 189
nad53 ‘‘A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_-_Report_#260” 26,115 83
nad57 ‘‘A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_-_Report_#264” 12,781 44
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Comparative analysis in Table 3 shows that Sobel BELBP with-
out centre pixel outperforms the other two methods in terms of
recall, precision and F1-score.

The analysis of results in Table 2 and Table 3 depicts that, Sobel
BELBP without considering centre pixel performs better than all
the experimental cases in terms of recall, precision and F1- score
and is represented graphically in Fig. 6.

The CPU time taken is recorded for each method is tabulated in
Table 4 to analyze the performance. According to the analysis, time
taken by the Sobel BELBP without centre pixel is less when com-
pared to all other methods.

As a conclusion, it is observed that Sobel BELBP without centre
pixel is considered as an efficient method in terms of accuracy and
computational speed when compared to other methods. The best
case discussed is compared with other state-of-the-art LBP based
SBD methods as shown in Table 5. The proposed method outper-
forms original LBP (Ojala et al., 1996) and one of its variant MRLBP
(Rashmi, 2016) in terms of discriminative efficiency with 97% F1
score and it is graphically represented in Fig. 6.

Also, comparative study is performed with some of the existing
non-LBP state-of-the-art SBD algorithms. The results in Table 6
shows the improved efficiency of the proposed method with
non-LBP state-of-the art methods. The presented method surpass
SBD method using dual stage SBD technique (Chakraborty and
Thounaojam, 2020), soft computing techniques (Rashmi and
Nagendraswamy, 2018) and SIFT-point distribution histogram
method (Hannane et al., 2016) with 98.15% F1 score and the per-
formance is represented graphically in Fig. 7.

However, the proposed algorithm is computationally expensive
than global histogram approaches (Fig. 8). Detection of shot
boundaries in proposed method is threshold dependent and is

Fig. 5. Experimental setup for the proposed abrupt shot change method.

Table 2
Results of abrupt SBD using LBP without centre pixel for different edge operators.

Video Sequence Sobel Edge image Roberts Edge image Canny Edge image

R P F R P F R P F

anni005 100 95 97.44 100 92.68 96.20 97.36 90.24 93.66
anni006 97.56 93.02 95.23 95.12 90.69 92.85 92.68 88.37 90.47
anni009 100 97.43 98.69 94.73 92.30 93.49 92.10 89.74 90.90
nad53 98.8 96.47 97.62 96.38 94.11 95.23 93.97 91.76 92.85
nad57 100 97.77 98.87 93.18 89.13 91.11 90.90 86.95 88.88
Average 99.27 95.93 97.57 95.88 91.78 93.77 93.40 89.41 91.35

Table 3
Results of abrupt SBD using LBP with centre pixel for different edge operators.

Video Sequence Sobel Edge image Roberts Edge image Canny Edge image

R P F R P F R P F

anni005 97.36 88.09 92.49 94.73 87.80 91.13 92.10 87.5 89.74
anni006 92.68 86.36 89.40 90.24 86.04 88.08 90.24 85.71 87.91
anni009 94.73 90.88 92.76 92.10 87.50 89.99 89.47 87.17 88.30
nad53 96.38 90.90 93.55 93.97 90.69 92.30 92.77 89.53 91.12
nad57 90.90 88.88 89.88 90.90 86.95 88.88 88.63 86.66 87.63
Average 94.41 89.02 91.61 92.38 87.79 90.07 90.64 87.31 88.94

Fig. 6. Comparison graph for the best results obtained.
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sensitive to sudden illumination and camera panning/zooming
operations (Fig. 9).

4.2. Performance evaluation for keyframe extraction

One of the important task in video analysis and summarization
is the evaluation of extracted keyframes. Lack of ground truth
makes evaluation of extracted keyframes a tedious task. The key-
frame extracted from a shot must hold the maximum information
conveyed through a shot. In the proposed method, fidelity measure
which is based on Semi-Hausdorff distance is used to check the
effectiveness of the extracted keyframes. The fidelity measure
(Chang et al., 1999) is computed as the maximum of the minimum
distances between the keyframe set and the shot frame set. Let V =

{f1, f2,f3, . . . fn} be the n frames of input video and R ={kf1, kf2, kf3,
. . . kfm} be the set of m keyframes extracted from shots of a video
sequence. The distance between the sets are defined as follows:

dj ¼ minðdðVi;RkmÞÞ ð11Þ
Each frame of a video is characterized using the features as dis-

cussed earlier in feature extraction section. The Semi-Hausdorff
distance between R and V is defined as:

dsh ¼ maxðdjÞ ð12Þ
And, the fidelity measure is defined as:

fidelity ¼ ð1� dshÞ
maxðmaxðdiÞÞ ð13Þ

High fidelity value indicate that the extracted keyframe set pro-
vides a good global description of the visual content of the video
sequence. The fidelity measure values of the proposed method,

Table 6
Comparison of proposed method with non-LBP SBD methods.

Video sequence No. of shots Chakraborty and
Thounaojam (2020)

Rashmi and
Nagendraswamy (2018)

Hannane et al., (2016) Proposed Method

R P F R P F R P F R P F

‘‘anni005” 38 90.50 76.0 82.60 100 95 97.44 100 90.4 94.96 100 95 97.44
‘‘anni009” 38 89.50 97.10 93.20 100 87.5 93.33 100 84.5 91.60 100 97.43 98.69
‘‘nad53” 83 – – – 98.7 92.8 95.66 98.8 88.1 93.14 98.8 96.47 97.62
‘‘nad57” 44 100 100 100 100 97.9 98.94 100 95.6 97.75 100 97.77 98.87
Average 93.33 91.03 91.93 99.67 93.3 96.34 99.7 89.65 94.36 99.7 96.66 98.15

Table 4
CPU time taken (milliseconds) per frame for feature extraction of different methods.

Video Sequence LBP with centre pixel LBP without centre pixel

Sobel edge Roberts edge Canny edge Sobel edge Roberts edge Canny edge

anni005 0.316 0.393 0.420 0.288 0.308 0.379
anni006 0.298 0.387 0.413 0.280 0.332 0.364
anni009 0.303 0.403 0.420 0.297 0.353 0.370
nad53 0.350 0.412 0.453 0.304 0.349 0.408
nad57 0.316 0.391 0.452 0.305 0.316 0.366

Table 5
Comparison of proposed method with other LBP based methods.

Video sequence No. o shots Original LBP (Ojala et al., 1996) Midrange LBP (Rashmi, 2016) Proposed Method

R P F R P F R P F

‘‘anni005” 38 0.76 0.94 0.84 0.76 0.88 0.82 1.00 0.95 0.97
‘‘anni006” 41 0.66 0.77 0.71 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.97 0.93 0.95
‘‘anni009” 38 0.74 0.88 0.80 0.79 0.86 0.86 1.00 0.97 0.98
‘‘nad53” 83 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.98 0.96 0.97
Average 0.73 0.84 0.78 0.81 0.86 0.84 0.98 0.95 0.97

Fig. 7. Comparison graph of proposed method with LBP based methods.

Fig. 8. Comparison graph of proposed method with non-LBP SBD methods.
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implemented on TRECVID 2001 data set is recorded in Table 7 and
comparative analysis of results has been performed with Bitwise-
XOR approach (Rashmi and Nagendraswamy, 2016). The result
shows that, the proposed method outperforms Bitwise-XOR
method (Rashmi and Nagendraswamy, 2016) with 90% fidelity
score. Extracted keyframes from a video shot of TRECVID 2001
dataset are good enough to represent and summarize the entire
original video in a compact manner.

5. Conclusion

In this research work, a simple and efficient method to generate
video summary is proposed, which aids for video indexing and
retrieval. Proposed algorithm detects abrupt transitions by extract-
ing binary edge information of the video frames for LBP histogram
characterisation. The distance comparison of the adjacent frames is
computed using Euclidean Distance and an adaptive threshold is
employed to detect the abrupt cuts. The experimental analysis con-
ducted for SBD on TRECVID 2001 dataset signifies that the BELBP
histograms have better discriminative capability and provides
good results with average F1-score of 98.15%. During keyframe
extraction, Z-score is applied on the estimated magnitude of Sobel
gradient images and co-efficient of variation is computed. A video
summary is generated by combining the selected keyframes that
possess the highest co-efficient of variation from every video shot.
The chosen keyframe from the video shot is efficient enough to
build a video summary with average fidelity measure of 90%. In
future work, proposed method will be analyzed to detect the grad-
ual transitions in the video and evaluation of other visual features
to extract the keyframes.
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Abstract. Nowadays, progress in technology and the application of internet has
led to exponential growth of video data. This drastic increase stipulates efficient
video analysis techniques. Keyframe extraction is one of the technique that pro-
vides a succinct representation of video and are useful in various applications like
video indexing and retrieval. In this direction, an efficient approach for keyframe
extraction is proposed. The process begins by converting gray scale images of
shots into gradient magnitude images using Sobel operator and establishing fuzzi-
fication. Further, 3*3 mask of sliding window is utilized in both overlapping and
non-overlapping fashion to obtain Binary Weighted Codes (BWC) on a fuzzified
edge image. In the subsequent step, feature set is obtained by applying entropy
measure on BWC values of every frame within a shot. Finally, frame having high-
est entropy value is chosen as a keyframe of the corresponding shot. To verify
the effectiveness of the proposed approach experiments were conducted on Open
Video Project dataset. The experimental results shows that the proposed method
outperforms some of the state-of-the-art algorithms with average of 93% fidelity
measure.

Keywords: Sobel descriptor · Gradient function · Keyframe extraction ·
Fuzzification · Entropy measure

1 Introduction

The advancement in various multimedia applications has driven digital video content as
an emerging force. This rapid increase in video data demands efficient techniques for
video summarization, indexing, browsing and retrieval. Therefore, there is an immense
scope for researchers to solve the problem of video data analysis. The huge size of video
content is an obstacle to many applications, and hence, there is a need of perspective
frameswhich represents the entire video [1]. The approach of removing redundant frames
from the video and obtaining its concise version is termed as video summarization [2].
Video summaries holds salient information of the video and avoids redundancy, but at
the same time, preserves the original information of the video [3]. It facilitates browsing
of large video database and complements content based video retrieval approach [4].
Still images (keyframes) and moving images (video skims) are the two most popular
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ways to generate video summaries [5]. Advantage of video skim over static summary is
the ability to retain dynamic mode of video information by including audio and motion
elements that compliments the information to be conveyed by the summary [6]. In spite
of these reasons, extracting of still images is still essential as it gives more flexibility
without synchronization issues [7].

In literature, there are various techniques to extract keyframes with the justifiable
quality but they are computationally expensive [8]. There are numerous ways to extract
features from images: based on texture, shapes, edges etc. Edge is considered as an essen-
tial feature that represent the content of the image and several research works have been
carried out using edge detectors [9, 10]. To address uncertainty in images, researchers
have incorporated various fuzzy logic techniques in conjunction with edge descriptors.
However, the results of the classical edge detection methods can be improved by trans-
forming the gradient magnitude into suitable membership degrees to generate the fuzzy
edge images [11]. This has motivated us to carry out the proposed research work. In
this approach, videos are segmented into shots using algorithm proposed by Rashmi
et al. [12]. Here, gray scale images of video shots are converted into gradient magnitude
images using Sobel operator and fuzzification is established by incorporating triangular
membership function. Further,BinaryWeightedCodes (BWC) are generated by applying
binary weights to 3*3 fuzzified image mask at every pixel position. Extensive experi-
ments have been conducted considering each pixel in overlapping and non-overlapping
mode. In order to extract frame feature, entropy measure is applied. Frames that possess
maximum entropy value is selected as a keyframe of the corresponding shot and video
summary is generated. The result obtained is evaluated using performance measure and
compared with state-of-the-art approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives the brief description of
some related works. Section 3 presents the detailed description of the proposed method-
ology. Section 4 reports the experimental analysis and results and Sect. 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Literature Review

Several methods have been proposed in the literature for keyframe extraction, as it plays
a prerequisite role in video summarization, indexing and retrieval. An extensive review
of the existing methods is found in [2, 13]. According to Angadi et al. [14] keyframe
extraction techniques are categorized into four classes. The first category is sampling
based method, where keyframes are extracted randomly without considering the con-
tent of the video. Though this method performs efficiently, sometimes fails to generate
representative frames for short video clips. In object based method, keyframes extracted
are efficient and semantic but it is suitable for certain applications only as it gives
more importance to foreground. In segmentation based method, extracted keyframes
efficiently represents the video content. However, segmentation is a complex process
and deciding the number of segments is a hard task. In shot based method, keyframes
are selected in an efficient way and it is considered as one of the important technique as
it select keyframes from each shot.

A novel method for keyframe extraction was proposed by [15], where keyframes
are extracted based on object detection. This algorithm employs combination of mutual
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information entropy and SURF features. The authors in [16] used bitwise XOR variance
method to extract the features of the video frames and keyframes are extracted based
on the interframe dissimilarity matrix. Hannane et al. [17] have presented an efficient
approach to select keyframes utilizing mean shift algorithm and global orientation fea-
ture. The approach proposed in [18] is based on fusion of Convolution Neural network
based deep features and histogram. It generates the keyframe dynamically with less
computational complexity. In [19], the authors have introduced an efficient approach to
extract keyframes based on logical image description using interest points, repeatability
network and modularity has been designed. The approach proposed in [20] used entropy
based singular value metric to extract the keyframes from the segmented shots of the
video. In [21], an efficient shot based keyframe extraction has been introduced. Here,
for every frame multidimensional fuzzy histograms are constructed and keyframe is
selected by minimizing cross-correlation criterion. Authors in [22] presented clustering
based keyframe extraction based on energy rank obtained from dissimilarity and rep-
resentativeness of video frames. Rashmi et al. [23] have utilized probabilistic entropy
measure to choose the keyframewithin fuzzified frames of video shot. The approach pre-
sented in [8] is based on fast clustering where keyframes are extracted using HSV color
distribution of the frames. In [24], an online learnable module for keyframe selection
has been developed. Locally-Consistent Deformable Convolution (LCDC) considering
ResNet CNN are used to build the module.

3 Proposed Methodology

Theproposed approachof keyframeextraction involves twophases viz. feature extraction
and keyframe selection. The primary step is to convert the shot frames/images from
color to gray scale before moving ahead to afore mentioned phases. Initially, gray scale
images are transformed into gradient magnitude images using Sobel operator. Further,
membership values are obtained by incorporating fuzzification process. BinaryWeighted
Codes (BWC) are computed by applying binary weights on every 3*3 image mask of
fuzzified gradient magnitude frames. In the subsequent step, entropy measure is applied
for BWC frame values. Finally, frame having highest entropy value within a shot is
chosen as a keyframe and video summary is generated. Figure 1 depicts the general
framework of the proposed methodology.

Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed methodology
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3.1 Feature Extraction and Representation

Features that represents the visual information plays a vital role in identifying the
keyframe within a video shot. In this approach, feature extraction is performed at three
steps namely: (i) Conversion of gray scale images to Sobel gradient magnitude images
(ii) Fuzzification of Sobel gradient magnitude images (iii) Computation of BWC and
applying entropy measure. The following subsection describes each step in detail.

Conversion of Gray Scale Images to Sobel Gradient Magnitude Images
Edge detection aids to remove the irrelevant information and retains essential structural
properties of the image [25]. In literature, there are various edge descriptors to obtain
edge information. However, most of the approaches are based on gradient [11], based
on the observation considering Canny [26], Sobel [27], Roberts [28] and some other
recent methods [29, 30]. The gradient magnitude plays an important role in further
processing steps. It can be utilized as the only information for subsequent steps [31] or
in combination with the orientation of vector [26]. In the proposed method, Sobel edge
descriptor is chosen to transform gray scale image to gradient magnitude image as it
outperforms other edge detectors in terms of computational efficiency and accuracy [9].
The Sobel descriptor consists of a pair of 3*3 kernels which are convolved with original
image to compute approximations of the derivatives, one estimating the gradient in
x-direction (columns) and the other in y-direction (rows) as shown in equation.

Gx =
⎡
⎣

−1 0 +1
−2 0 +2
−1 0 +1

⎤
⎦ Gy =

⎡
⎣

+1 2 +1
0 0 0

−1 −2 −1

⎤
⎦ (1)

Kernels produces separate measurements for the gradient component in each direction,
namely Gx and Gy. The gradient magnitude is computed using following equation.

GM =
√
G2
x + G2

y (2)

The illustration of Sobel gradient magnitude image for a sample image taken from the
dataset is depicted in Fig. 2.

Fuzzification of Sobel Gradient Magnitude Images
Fuzzification of an image indicates the transformation of image data from gray level
values [0, 255] to real values [0, 1] using Membership Function (MF) [32]. Utilization
of fuzzy reasoning technique with sobel edge detector enhances the edge feature of the
image [33]. In literature, triangular membership function is the most typical choice to
represent information bymeans of fuzzy sets [11]. In thismethod, triangularmembership
function is utilized to estimate the fuzzified/membership value of each pixel of Sobel
gradient magnitude image. For an image M, a fuzzy image MFS in a finite set X is
formulated as:

MFS = {
bij, µM (bij)|bij ∈ X

}
(3)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of sobel gradient magnitude for frame #3096 of UGS01_004 video.

Fig. 3. Illustration of fuzzified sobel gradient magnitude image for frame #3096 of UGS01_004
video.

Where bij represents the pixel value of the Sobel gradient magnitude image and the
function µM (b) ∈ [0, 1] is the fuzzified value. Figure 3 shows the fuzzification of the
image using fuzzy triangular MF.

Computation of BWC and Applying Entropy Information Measure
This sub section describes, feature extraction process using binary weights to 3*3 image
mask and computing entropy measures for keyframe extraction. Here, fuzzified values
are further processed using 3*3 sliding window mask at each pixel position. The evalu-
ation process is initiated from left to right and top to bottom at respective pixel positions
both in overlapping and non-overlapping fashion.

BWC is generated for each sliding windowmask by traversing in clockwise direction
as depicted in the following equation.

BWC =
8∑

i=0

(fp)2i (4)

Where fp represents the fuzzified pixel values of an image. The code values generated
for each 3*3 mask in an overlapping fashion is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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After obtaining BWC from the above mentioned process for all the frames of the
shot, entropy measure is computed as depicted in the following equation

En = −
n−1∑
k=0

(BWCk ∗ log2(BWCk)) (5)

Where k represents the number of BWC levels and BWCk is the probability distribution
of BWC values obtained for Fuzzified Sobel gradient magnitude frame.

Fig. 4. Illustration of BWC values for 3*3 mask of an image

3.2 Keyframe Extraction

A keyframe is a representative frame which efficiently reflects the prominent content of
the video shot. This keyframe aids to reduce the data size of video index and provides
a systematized structure for the video stream. Here, entropy values computed in the
Sect. 3.1 is considered to extract the keyframes from every shot. The entropy value
is always non-negative and a variable with higher entropy value contains maximum
information [34]. Hence, a frame possessing the highest entropy value amongst the
computed entropies within a shot is chosen as a keyframe.

Let a video shot Sh consists ofm frame sequences, then the computed entropy feature
set is Sh = {En(f 1), En(f 2), En(f 3), En(f 4),……. En(f m)} where En(f i) corresponds to
entropy feature value of ith frame within a shot. In order to select the keyframe for a shot
Sh, the frame with the highest entropy value is identified as shown in the equation

key f = max(En(f1),En(f2),En(f3),En(f4), . . . . . . . . .En(fm)) (6)

In this manner, the keyframes are extracted from every shot of the video and are
concatenated to build a video summary.

4 Results and Discussion

Dataset: In order to analyze the performance of the proposed method, video sequences
fromOpenVideo Project dataset has been considered and described in Table 1. Extensive
experiments were conducted to analyze the performance of the proposed technique using
Matlab 2014a on Intel Core i5 processor, running at 2.70 GHz with 8 GB RAM.
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Table 1. Description of open video project dataset

File name Video name Duration Dimension Total frames No. of
shots

UGS01_004 Exotic terrane, Segment 4 2:40 352×240 4,797 23

UGS02_009 America’s new frontier,
Segment 9

3:49 352×240 6,879 20

UGS03_004 The future of energy gases,
Segment 4

4:27 352×240 8,007 27

UGS07_003 Ocean floor legacy, Segment
3

2:38 352×240 4,749 17

UGS07_005 Ocean floor legacy, Segment
5

2:35 352×240 4,665 25

4.1 Performance Evaluation of Keyframe Extraction

Evaluation of the extracted keyframe is one of the essential task in video analysis and
summarization. Lack of ground truth makes evaluation of the extracted keyframes a
tedious task. In the proposedmethod, keyframe extraction is performed using shot-based
approach to construct a video summary. Thus, one frame per video shot is extracted as a
keyframe. If the keyframe extracted exhibits the prominent visual contents of the entire
shot, then the video summary is efficient. Fidelity measure based on Semi-Hausdorff
distance is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the extracted keyframes. The fidelity
measure [35] is computed as the maximum of the minimum distances between the
keyframe set and the shot frame set. Let G = {f 1, f 2, f 3,… f n} be the n frames of input
video and C = {kf 1, kf 2, kf 3,… kf m} be the set of m keyframes extracted from shots of
a video sequence. The distance between the sets are defined as follows:

dj = min(d(Gi,Ckm)) (7)

Each frame of a video is characterized using the features as discussed earlier in feature
extraction section. The Semi-Hausdorff distance between G and C is defined as:

dsh = max(dj) (8)

And, the fidelity measure is formulated as:

Fidelity = (1 − dsh)

max(max(di))
(9)

High fidelity value indicate that, the extracted keyframe set is accurate and provides a
good global description of the visual content of the video sequence.

Systematic experimentations have been carried out considering sliding process of
respective frame pixels. The results obtained by the proposed approach implemented on
Open Video Project datasets are recorded in Table 2 considering 3*3 mask for the image
in overlapping and non-overlapping fashion.
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Table 2. Results of non-overlapping and overlapping methods in terms of fidelity measure

Video sequence Non-overlapping
method

Overlapping method

UGS01_004 0.87 0.92

UGS02_009 0.91 0.94

UGS03_004 0.89 0.93

UGS07_003 0.86 0.90

UGS07_005 0.90 0.94

Average 0.89 0.93

Significance of overlapping and non-overlappingmethod of slidingwindow has been
analyzed. Obtained results exhibits that, the performance of overlapping method consid-
ering 3*3mask is better than non-overlappingmethod in terms of fidelity measure. How-
ever, the time complexity of the overlapping method slightly exceeds non-overlapping
method.

The best case results discussed in terms of fidelity measure is compared with other
state-of-the-art algorithms [23, 36] and are recorded in Table 3 and the performance is
represented graphically in Fig. 5.

Table 3. Comparative analysis in terms of fidelity measure.

Video sequence Besiris et al. [36] Rashmi et al. [23] Proposed method

UGS01_004 0.72 0.89 0.92

UGS02_009 0.73 0.93 0.94

UGS03_004 0.73 0.91 0.93

UGS07_003 0.75 0.89 0.90

UGS07_005 0.74 0.92 0.94

Average 0.73 0.91 0.93

The results portrays that, the proposed method of keyframe extraction outperforms
someof the state of the art algorithms in terms of fidelitymeasure. Therefore the proposed
approach to select keyframe from the video shot is efficient enough to build a video
summary of the original video in a concise manner.
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Fig. 5. Comparison graph of proposed method with other methods

5 Conclusion

In this research work, we have proposed a method to extract keyframes from shots of the
video. Our approach extracts keyframes by exploiting Sobel gradient magnitude images
and incorporating the concepts of fuzzy sets. Binary Weighted Codes are computed by
utilizing sliding window of 3*3 mask on fuzzified Sobel gradient magnitude images.
Entropy measure has been applied on BWC of every frame and frames that possess
the highest entropy value from every video shot is selected as a keyframe to build a
video summary. Experimental analysis and evaluation of the proposed method has been
carried out on benchmark video datasets taken fromOpenVideoProject. The overlapping
method yields more accuracy than non-overlapping method. The proposed approach
outperforms some of the state-of-the-art methods with 93% of average fidelity measure.
In future work, performance of the proposed method will be investigated considering
different membership functions to fuzzify the edge images.
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ABSTRACT

Shotboundarydetectioninvideosisoneofthemostfundamentaltaskstowardscontent-basedvideo
retrievalandanalysis.Inthisaspect,anefficientapproachtodetectabruptandgradualtransitionin
videosispresented.Theproposedmethoddetectstheshotboundariesinvideosbyextractingblock-
basedmeanprobabilitybinaryweight(MPBW)histogramfromthenormalizedKirschmagnitude
framesasanamalgamationoflocalandglobalfeatures.Abrupttransitionsinvideosaredetectedby
utilizingthedistancemeasurebetweenconsecutiveMPBWhistogramsandemployinganadaptive
threshold.Inthesubsequentstep,co-efficientofmeandeviationandvariancestatisticalmeasureis
appliedonMPBWhistogramstodetectgradualtransitionsinthevideo.Experimentswereconducted
onTRECVID2001and2007datasetstoanalyseandvalidatetheproposedmethod.Experimental
resultshowssignificantimprovementoftheproposedSBDapproachoversomeofthestate-of-the-art
algorithmsintermsofrecall,precision,andF1-score.

KEyWoRDS
Co-Efficient of Mean Deviation, Gradual Transition, Histogram, Kirsch Operator, Normalization, Shot Boundary 
Detection, Variance, Z-Score

1. INTRoDUCTIoN

Theenormousdevelopmentofmultimediatechnologiesandavailabilityofcomputingresourceshave
ledtotheexplosionofvideodataontheinternet.However,thesurgeofvideodatahasnotbeen
inducedbyanincreaseinitsaccessibility.Thus,thereisaneedfortechniquesthatcanefficiently
access,browse,indexandretrievethevideodata.ShotBoundaryDetection(SBD)isapreliminary
stepforvideoabstraction,videosegmentationandvideoretrievalapproaches(Hanjalic,2002).A
videoshotrepresentsasequenceofinterrelatedframescapturedinasingletakewithonecamera
(Paletal.,2015).Detectionofshotboundariesinavideoismainlybasedonidentifyingtheediting
effects that are used to combine shots into video sequence. The hierarchal structure of video is
representedinFigure1.
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Generally, transition of shots in a video are categorized as: Abrupt and Gradual transition
(Senguptaetal.,2015)anditisdepictedinFigure2.Abrupttransitionoccurswhenthereisarapid
changebetweenconsecutiveframes/imageswhereas,gradualtransitionoccurswhenchangeofthe
boundary isovermultiple frames.Fade-in,Fade-out,dissolveandwipesare the frequentlyused
editingeffectsofgradualtransition.

Extractionofessentialfeaturesfromvideoframesthatefficientlyrepresentsthevisualinformation
playsanimportantroleinSBD(Jadonetal.,2001).Theframefeaturescanbeextractedeitherglobally
orlocally(Thounaojametal.,2016)anditprovidesdifferentinformationofframeatcomputational
level.Theglobalfeaturesdescribesthevisualcontentofwholeimageanditisrepresentedbyasingle
vector.Contrastinglyfromglobalfeatures,localfeaturesdescribesthevisualcontentoftheframe
inpatchesorconsideringpixelsofsmallgroupanditisrepresentedbyasetofvectors.However,
globalfeatureshavecertainlimitationssuchasscaling,sensitivitytonoise,illuminationvariation
anditoftenfailstoidentifytheessentialfeaturesoftheimage(Kabbaietal.,2018).Thus,global
featuresarenotsuitableforfewapplications.Theirflawsarefixedbytheuseoflocalfeatureswhich
encodesthelocalinformationtogetthefinestdetailsoftheimagesuchasinterestpoints(Kabbaiet
al.,2018).Hence,severalapproachesavailableintheliteraturehavecombinedbothlocalandglobal
featuresinvariousdomainssuchasimageretrieval(Chaudhary&Upadhyay,2014),SBD(Rashmi

Figure 1. Hierarchal structure of video

Figure 2. Types of video shot transition
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&Nagendraswamy,2020),objectdetection(Muralidharan&Chandrasekar,2012)etc.,andobtained
goodresults.ThishasmotivatedustocarryouttheproposedSBDapproach.

Themainfocusoftheproposedapproachistodetectabruptandgradualtransitionsinvideousing
combinationoflocalandglobalfeatures.ThechallengingtaskofSBDistodifferentiatebetweenthe
scenebreaksandotherchangeslikeobjectmotion,illuminationandcameramotion(Thounaojamet
al.,2014).Edgesareextensivelyinvariantunderlocalilluminationchangesandareconsiderablyless
affectedbypossiblemotioninthevideo(Adjerohetal.,2009).Thus,primarilygrayscaleframesofthe
videoaretransformedintomagnitudeframesusingKirschedgeoperator.Theobtainededgemagnitude
imagevaluesarenormalisedbyutilizingZ-scoremeasure.Thesignificanceofprobabilityofimage
pixelsinitslocal/spatialneighbourhoodaidsinremovalofnoise(Zhangetal.,2013).Influencedby
this,authorshaveexploredprobabilitiesofpixelsinitsadjacentneighbourhoodbyintegratingitwith
thebinaryweights.Thus,blockbasedprobabilitybinaryweightmethodoneach3*3blockpixels
ofnormalisedmagnitudeframehasbeenemployed.Thislocalfeaturehasthebetterdiscrimination
capabilityandisrobusttonoiseandilluminationvariation.Further,meanoftheprobabilitybinary
weightsiscomputedandisusedtoproduceMeanProbabilityBinaryWeight(MPBW)histogramfor
everyframeofthevideo.EachMPBWhistogramdescribesthevisualinformationofthevideoframe
globallyandcollectivelyrepresentsthewholevideo.ThedistancebetweeneachadjacentMPBW
histogramofvideoframesiscomputedutilizingEuclideanDistanceandanadaptivethresholdis
appliedtodetecttheabrupttransitionsinvideo.Todetectthegradualtransitionsinvideo,Co-efficient
ofMeanDeviation(CMD)andvariancestatisticalmeasureisappliedoneachMPBWhistogram
andadaptivethresholdstrategyisdevised.Theeffectivenessoftheproposedapproachisverified
intermsofrecall,precisionandF1-scorebyconductingexperimentsonTRECVID2001and2007
benchmarkdatasets.

Therestofthepaperisorganizedasfollows:Section2providesthebriefdescriptionofsome
relatedworksreportedinSBD.Section3presentsthedetaileddescriptionoftheproposedmethodology
forfeatureextractionandSBD.Section4reportstheexperimentalanalysisandresultsandSection
5concludesthepaper.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Inthissection,abriefoutlineofliteratureonSBDapproachesbyvariousresearchersispresented.
VideoSBD is apreliminary step formanyvideoanalysis application (Bhaumik,Bhattacharyya,
etal.,2016).AcomprehensivereviewofexistingSBDapproacheshasbeenreportedin(Singh&
Aggarwal,2015)(Paletal.,2015).ThereexistsanumerousvarietyofSBDapproachesinliterature
whichmainlydiffersbythekindoffeaturesusedandthetimerequiredtoperformcomputation.
However,mostoftheapproacheshaveexploredpixel,histogram,edge,statisticalandblockbased
featurestodetectthetransitionsinvideo.

AnewPyramidalOpponentColorShape(POCS)modeltodetecttheabrupttransitionandgradual
transitionhasbeenpresented(Sasithradevi&MohamedMansoorRoomi,2020).Thismodeluses
shapeandcolorfeaturesofopponentcolorspacetosegmentvideosusingBaggedTreesClassifier
(BTC).MotionbasedSBDutilisingcurvletfeatureshasbeenpresented(Kanagaraj&Priya,2018)
tosegmentvideosintoshots.Thesecurvletfeaturesexhibitsobjectmotioninvariousmagnitudeand
orientations.Anefficientapproachtodetectabrupttransitionsinvideohasbeenpresented(Nandini
etal.,2020)usingELBPhistograms.Here,binarizededgeinformationofframeshasbeenutilized
forLBPtexturecharacterization.RashmiandNagendraswamy,(2020)haveusedcombinationofboth
globalandlocalfeaturestoidentifyabruptandgradualtransitionsinvideo.Inthistechnique,fuzzified
SobelgradientimagesareusedtoconstructblockbasedMCSHfeaturestodetectshotboundaries.In
(Chakrabortyetal.,2020),CIDE2000colourdifferenceandmeanluminancepatternhasbeenutilized
todetectabruptandgradualtransitions.Thismethodefficientlytacklesobjectmotionandlighting
effectsofavideo.GuruandSuhil,(2013)haveintroducedanon-parametricmethodforSBDinvideos
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withsplitandmergeframeworkbyutilizingcolorhistograms.AdualstageSBDmethodhasbeen
introduced(Chakraborty&Thounaojam,2020)forabruptandgradualtransitiondetectioninvideo.
Inthisapproach,gradientsimilarityandluminancedistortionofframesareusedasafeatureand
twoadaptivethresholdtodetectvideotransitions.ShekarandUma,(2015)haveexploredmaximum
gradientvalueamongsteightorientationsofKirschedgedescriptortodetectshottransitioninvideo.
Thefirstandsecondordermomentsarecomputedforgradientvaluesofframestodetectabrupt
transition.In(Thounaojametal.,2017),Gistandlocaldescriptorareutilizedtodetectshottransitions
invideo.Gistisascaleinvariantfeaturewhichisusedtogetperceptualandsemanticinformationof
scene.Thistechniquedecreasescomputationalcomplexitybyprocessingatshottransitionregions
only.Anewapproachfordetectionofshottransitioninvideoshasbeenintroduced(Priya&Domnic,
2012).Thismethodworksbyextractingedgestrengthutilizingorthogonalvectorsfromblocksof
frame.Adual-detectionmethodhasbeenproposed(Jiangetal.,2013)forvideotransitiondetection
basedonhumanvisualfeaturesusingunevenblockedcolorhistogramandpixelvaluedifference.In
(Janwe&Bhoyar,2013),JustNoticeableDifference(JND)colorhistogramandadaptivethresholdare
utilizedforSBDinvideo.Afuzzyrulebasedvideoscenecutdetectionapproachhasbeenpresented
(Dadashi&Kanan,2013)which incorporates spatialand temporal featuresofvideo frames.An
approachtodetectabruptshotcutsinvideohasbeenintroduced(Rashmi&Nagendraswamy,2016)
byexploitingedgeinformation.Thismethodconstructshistogramforeachframeusing2*2maskof
slidingwindowinoverlappingandnon-overlappingfashiontoassignbinaryweightstotheextracted
edgeinformationofframes.Hannaneetal.,(2016),havepresentedanovelapproachforSBDby
extractingSIFTpointdistributionhistogramsfromeveryframesofvideo.Anefficientalgorithmto
detectshotboundariesinvideohasbeenpresented(RashmiBS&NagendraswamyHS,2018)using
softcomputingtechniquesbyincorporatingfuzzyandintuitionisticfuzzysets.

3. PRoPoSED METHoDoLoGy

Inthissection,techniquestodetectabruptandgradualtransitionsinvideobyusingcombinationof
localandglobalfeatureshasbeendiscussed.Theproposedapproachconsistsoftwophasesnamely,
(i)FeatureExtractionandRepresentationand(ii)ShotBoundaryDetection.Theframeworkofthe
proposedSBDmethodisillustratedinFigure3.Theinitialstepistotransformtheextractedvideo
framesfromcolortograyscalebeforemovingforwardtoaforementionedphases.

3.1 Feature Extraction and Representation
The accomplishment of any video SBD technique is highly relied on efficient visual content
representationofthevideoframes.Thus,itisnecessarytoextractproficientfeaturesfromtheframes
fordetectionofabruptandgradualtransitionsinthevideo.Grayscaleimagesareusuallypreferred

Figure 3. Framework of the proposed SBD approach
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whencomparedtocolorimagestoextractdescriptorsasitsimplifiesthealgorithmanddecreases
computationalrequirements.Algorithmsappliedtograyscaleimagesarelesssensitivetoillumination
effectandshowsenhancedperformanceeveniftheilluminationisvariable(Kanan&Cottrell,2012).
Thus,intheproposedapproachgrayscaleimagesareconsideredratherthancolorimagestoextract
descriptorswhichdoesn’taffecttheoverallperformanceofthealgorithm.Thefollowingsubsections
describestheprocessoffeatureextractionandrepresentationofvideoframes.

3.1.1 Kirsch Magnitude Frames
Theedgefeaturepreservestheessentialstructuralpropertiesofanimageandreducestheamount
ofdatatobeprocessed(Shekar&Uma,2015).Inliterature,thereexistsimmensevarietyofedge
descriptorstomeasuretheintensitychangessuchasCanny(Canny,1986),Kirsch(Kirsch,1971),
Roberts(Roberts,1963),Sobel(Sobel&Feldman,1968)etc.However,Kirschedgeoperatorisone
oftheimportantedgedescriptorthatattainsthegoodtrade-offbetweenretainingtheedgeinformation
andsuppressingthenoisefactor(Venmathietal.,2016).

Intheproposedmethod,Kirschoperator(Kirsch,1971)isusedtodetectthemaximumedge
strengthinthepredeterminedeightdirectionsateverypixelpositionofanimage.Theedgedirection
isdefinedbysinglekernelmaskwhichtakes45degreerotationandincrementsthrougheightcompass
directions.Thedirectionscorrespondstowest(W),southwest(SW),south(S),southeast(SE),east
(E),northeast(NE),north(N),northwest(NW)andarerepresentedasfollows:
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EveryframeofavideoisconvolvedwithkernelmasksineightcompassdirectionsDe (i, j)to
geteightgradientimagesGeasformulatedintheequation:

G i j I i j D i j
e e
( , ) ( , ) ( , )= ∗  (2)

wheree∈ [0…7]representseightdirection.I(i,j)representsthegrayvaluesofapixelandits3*3
eightneighbourhoods.Thekirschoperator thenextracts themaximummagnitudeamongsteight
gradientimagestoobtainthebestdirectioninformationasformulatedintheequation:

G i j G i j
e e

( , ) max ( , )= =0
7  (3)

TheillustrationofKirschmagnitudeimageforasampleimagetakenfromTRCVID2007dataset
isillustratedinFigure4.

Itisobservedthatincreasedkernelsizemayhelptosuppressthenoisebutitwilldeteriorate
edgelocalizationissuesandformsinterferencebetweenadjacentedges(A.etal.,2009).Thus,ideal
3*3Kernelsizeisretainedinalltheexperiments.
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3.1.2 Normalization of Kirsch Magnitude Frames
Inquantitativeimageanalysis,intensitynormalizationisessential,particularlywhileextractingthefeaturesof
theimagebasedonintensity(Sintornetal.,2010).TheZ-scoretransformationisoneofthemostcommonly
usedstatisticalmeasuretonormalisethedatainneuroimaging(Ishiietal.,2000).Intheproposedmethod,
Z-scoretransformationisusedtonormalisetheobtainededgemagnitudeimagevalues.Z-scoremeasures
thepositionofeverypixelofaframeintermsofstandarddeviationfromthemeanasformulatedinthe
followingequationandFigure5showstheillustrationofcomputingtheZ-scoreforKirschmagnitudevalues:

ZG G
ij

= −( ) /µ σ  (4)

where:

µ =
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3.1.3 Histogram Construction Using Block Based Probability With Binary Weights
TheSBDmethodproposedinthisworkisbasedontheextractionofMPBWhistogramfeatures
fromthevideoframes.Here,normalisedvaluesobtainedinsub-section3.1.2arefurtherprocessed

Figure 4. Illustration of Kirsch magnitude image for frame #00645 of BG_3097 video

Figure 5. Illustration of normalized Kirsch magnitude values for 5*5 pixel values
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using3*3blockateachpixelposition.ProbabilityBinaryWeightCode(PBWC)valuesareobtained
foreachpixelofablockbyapplyingtheprobabilityfunctionwithbinaryweights.Theprocessof
evaluationstartsfromlefttorightandtoptobottomatrespectivepixelpositioninanoverlapping
fashion.PBWCvaluesareobtainedforeachslidingwindowmaskbytraversinginclockwisedirection
asshowninthefollowingequation:

P ZG ZG
ij ij

ji

=
==
∑∑/
1

3

1

3

 (5)

PBW P
ij

k= * 2  (6)

where,{K=0to8},PBWrepresentsthePBWCvaluesandPistheprobabilitypixelvaluesofa3*3
block.Further,meanofPBWCvaluesforeachblockisformulatedasfollows:

µ = ==
∑∑ PBW

ij
ji 1

3

1

3

3 3*
 (7)

Here,µrepresentsthemeanvalueofPBWCvaluesforeach3*3blockinanoverlappingfashion.
Thus,histogramisconstructedutilizingtheobtainedmeanvalueforevery3*3blockateachpixel
positionwhichhelpsinthedetectionofshotboundary.Figure6showstheillustrationofcomputing
theMeanProbabilityBinaryWeight(MPBW)valuesfor3*3blockofasampleframeandFigure
7representsthehistogramswhichexhibitsdifferentbinvaluesfortwodifferentframestakenfrom
samplevideo.

3.2 Shot Boundary Detection
Inthissection,techniquestodetectabruptandgradualtransitionshasbeencarriedoutonsubsetvideos
ofTRECVID2001and2007datasets.Thetaskofabrupttransitiondetectionhasbeenaccomplished
usingMPBWhistogramsobtained in theprevioussectionandemployingadistancecomparison

Figure 6. Illustration of MPBW code value generation for frame #00645 of BG_3097 video sequence
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measurebetweentheconsecutiveframesofthevideo.Whereas,gradualtransitionsaredetectedby
computingtheCMDandvarianceoneveryMPBWhistograms.Theproposedapproachalsoprovides
amechanismtodetectandeliminatetheunwantedframesinthevideo.

3.2.1 Identification and Elimination of Unwanted Frames
TRECVIDdatasetsarechallengingasitcomprisesobject/cameramotionandilluminationvariation
alongwiththevideoeditingeffects.Itisobservedthat,insomeofthevideosthereisapossibility
thatthemotioneffectmayleadtofalsetransitiondetectionandsomeoftheblankframesactsas
abrupttransition(Thounaojametal.,2017).Thus,itisnecessarytoperformpre-processingoperation
toremoveunwantedframeswhichleadstofalsetransitionpriortotheabruptandgradualtransition
detectioninvideos.Thistaskisattainedbyapplyingvariancestatisticalmeasureontheobtained
MPBWhistogramofeveryframeofavideo.

LetHkcontainMPBWhistogramvaluesofaframewhere{k=1,2,3,...,n},thenvariancefor
eachMPBWhistogramisformulatedasfollows:

V
H

ni

k
k

n

=
−( )

=
∑ µ

2

1  (8)

where,µ =
=
∑1
1n
H
k

k

n

andViisthevarianceofithMPBWhistograminthevideosequence.

Further, a threshold is set for every video sequence and employed to distinguish transition
andnon-transitionframesbyutilizingvariancevaluesforallMPBWhistogramsofavideoandis
formulatedasfollows:

TH
NT
= +( ) *µ σ α  (9)

where,THNTrepresentsadaptivethresholdvalue,µisthemeanvalue,αisaconstantvalueandσ
denotesStandardDeviationvalueofallvariancescomputedforthevideo.Ifthenon-transitionframes
areincludedfortheshotboundarydetectionprocess,itwillresultinfalsetransitionsdetectioninthe

Figure 7. Illustration of MPBW Histogram for two different frames of anni006 video sequence
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videos.Marginoferrorvariesfromvideotovideodependingonthenumberofnon-transitionframes
presentinthatparticularvideo.Forexample,SamplevideoBG_3314ofTRECVID2007benchmark
datasetcontainstwoblankframesinthebeginningofthevideosequenceandfourteenblankframes
attheendofthevideosequencewhichdoesn’tbelongstoeitherabruptorgradualtransition.Since
blankframesdifferfromadjacentshotframes,itwillbeconsideredasaseparateshotandalgorithm
detectstheabrupttransitions.Thus,itisessentialtoidentifyandremovethesenon-transitionframes
priordetectingabruptorgradualtransitions.

3.2.2 Abrupt Transition Detection
Themostsignificantwaytofindthequantitativechangebetweenadjacentframesistocomparetheir
salientfeatures.Forabruptshotdetection,histogrammetricsprovidesthebestresults,whencomputed
atblocklevel(Fordetal.,2000).Intheproposedapproach,thedistancecomparisonbetweenMPBW
histogramfeaturesof theadjacent frames iscomputed todetect theabruptcutsusingEuclidean
Distancewhichisformulatedasfollows:

DI a b
a b i i

i

n

( , )
( )= −

=
∑

2

1

 (10)

whereDIisthedistancemeasureand{ai},{bi}arehistogramvaluesofadjacentframesofavideo
comprisingofnframes.

Figure8showsthedistancevaluesbetweentheconsecutiveframesofthesamplevideotaken
fromTRECVID2007datasetwherelowandhighpeaksareclearlyvisible.Highpeaksrepresents
anabruptcutbetweentwovideoshotswhereas,lowpeaksdepictsnotransitionwithintheshot.

Generally,thresholdisusedtodeterminetransitionbetweentheconsecutiveframesofthevideo.
Transitionsaredetectedifthedistancebetweentheconsecutiveframesexceedsthesetthreshold.
Therefore,itisveryessentialtoselectaproperthresholdvaluetodetecttheabrupt/gradualtransition
accurately.Itisadifficulttasktosetthehardthresholdasthecontentandbehaviourofthevideo
variesfromoneanother.Thus,anadaptivethresholdisrequiredtoindicatethetransitions.

Inthisabrupttransitionapproach,Mean(µ)andStandardDeviation(σ)ofthedistancevalues
obtainedalongwithaconstantvalue‘α’areconsideredtocomputetheadaptivethresholdasfollows:

TH
AT
= +( )∗µ σ α  (11)

Here,thedistancevaluesthatexceedsthesetadaptivethresholdTHATindicatesabrupttransition
inthevideorepresentingacamerabreak.

3.2.3 Gradual Transition Detection
Inthissection,anapproachtodetectgradualtransitionsinavideoisdiscussed.Generally,gradual
transitiondetectionismoredifficultwhencomparedtoabrupttransitionduetoobjectandcamera
motion(Hannaneetal.,2016).Thisdifficultyisduetotheprogressivechangeoftheframecontents
thathasspreadacrosstheframesofthetransitionregion(Bhaumik,Chakraborty,etal.,2016).Each
categoryofgradual transitionpossessdifferentpatternsand itcanbe identifiedwith itsspecific
patterns(Rashmi&Nagendraswamy,2020).Duringfade-intransition,theshotoccursgraduallyfrom
amonochromeframe,usuallyadarkframe.Fade-outtransitionisjustareversaloffade-inwhere,the
shotgraduallydisappearstoamonochromeframe,usuallyadarkframe(Chavan&Akojwar,2017).
Dissolvetransitionisacombinationoffade-inandfade-outwhere,thecurrentshotgraduallystarts
disappearingandthenextshotgraduallystartsappearingsimultaneously(Thounaojametal.,2017).
Figure9illustratesvariousgradualtransitionforms.
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Beforeimplementinggradualtransitionalgorithm,theabrupttransitionandnon-transitionframes
detectedbyutilizingadaptivethresholdprocedureasdiscussedinsection3.2.1areexcludedfrom
theframesequence.

Furthermore,athresholdisrequiredtoselectthesequenceofframesfortheprocessofgradual
transitiondetection.Thistaskisaccomplishedusingmean(µ)andStandardDeviation(σ)ofthe
variancevaluesofallMPBWhistogramsofavideoandisformulatedasfollows:

TH
GT
= +µ σ  (12)

TheframesthatfallsbelowthethresholdTHGTareconsideredfortheprocessofgradualtransition
detection.

Gradualtransitionprocessusuallytakesplaceovermultipleframes.Thus,todeterminethegradual
transitionitisnecessarytoobservemultipleframesforthespecificpattern.Thevariancecomputedfor
MPBWhistogramofeachframeofavideoisalmostconstantforthesimilarshotsequencewhereas,
itexhibitscurvepatternsforgradualtransition.Thefade-inandfade-outtransitioneffectsdisplays

Figure 8. Distribution of distance values between the MPBW histograms of BG_8947

Figure 9. A set of consecutive frames extracted from nad58 video to illustrate (a) Fade-out (b) Fade-in and (c) Dissolve
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linearly increasinganddecreasingcurvepatternrespectively.Dissolve transitionportraysnear to
paraboliccharacteristicswhichexhibitsdecreasingpatternsinthebeginningofframesequenceof
changesandincreasingpatternsatappearanceofnewshot(Yooetal.,2006).

EventhoughthevariancefeatureoftheMPBWhistogramexhibitsanidealvariancecurve,an
additionalstatisticalmeasureiscomputedfortheMPBWhistogramvaluesoftheframetoreduce
distortionwithinthecurveandtoobtainmoreaccuratedetection.

DetectionofgradualtransitionisattainedbycomputingvariancebyCMDvaluesofeachith
MPBWhistogramandisformulatedasfollows:

HF
V

CMDi
i

i

=  (13)

where,Vi isthevariancevaluesobtainedinequation8ofsection3.2.1.Further,CMDiistheCo-
efficientofMeanDeviationvaluewhichcorrespondstotheithMPBWhistogramandisformulated
asfollows:

CMD
MD

Ai
=  (14)

where,AisthemeanvalueandMDistheMeanDeviationvalueofeachMPBWhistogramanditis
computedasfollows:

MD
n

H A
k

= −∑1 ( )  (15)

Intheproposedmethodofgradualtransitiondetection,HFirepresentsthefeaturevalueforeach
frameinthesequence.TheobtainedHFivaluespossessdiscriminatingfeaturewhichhelpstoidentify
theinter-frametransition.Theincreasingordecreasingpatternrepresentsdifferenttypesofgradual
transitionunlikeforanormalscenevariation.Theexclusivepatternsareobservedforconsideration
offade-in,fade-outanddissolvetransitionsforsampleframesequenceofNAd58videoaredepicted
inFigure10.Thefirstincreasingcurverepresentsfade-intransition,decreasingcurveisduetofade-

Figure 10. Illustration of (a) Fade-in (b) Fade-out and (c) Dissolve patterns from NAD58 video
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outtransitionandlastcurvepatternisdissolvewhichisacombinationoffade-inandfade-out(except
blankframes).Thisstepisrepeatedforalltheremaininggroupofframesinthesequenceandif,
increasingordecreasingpatternisobservedthen,itcanbeconsideredasagradualtransition.The
wipegradualtransitionisnotconsideredintheproposedapproach.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIoN

Dataset:Forexperimentationandperformanceevaluationoftheproposedmethod,videosequences
fromTRECVID2001and2007benchmarkdatasetshavebeenconsidered.Thedescriptionofthe
videodatasetsalongwith thenumberofabruptcutsandgradual transitions isgiven inTable1.
TRECVID2001datasets areopenly available andcanbe easilydownloaded from“Open Video 
Project”whereasTRECVID2007datasetsareobtainedforresearchfromNetherlands Institute for 
Sound and Visionunderrequest.

Discussion:ThequantitativeevaluationmetricssuchasRecall,PrecisionandF1-scoreareused
toevaluatetheperformanceoftheproposedapproachwhichiscomputedasfollows:

Recall
N

N N
C

C M

=
+

 (16)

Precision
N

N N
C

C F

=
+

 (17)

Table 1. Description of TRECVID 2001 and 2007 video datasets used for experimentation

Video No. of Frames
Transition

Video Sources
Abrupt Gradual Total

Anni005 11362 38 27 65

TRECVID2001

Anni006 16586 42 31 73

Anni009 12304 39 64 103

Anni010 31389 98 55 153

NAD57 12510 45 26 71

NAD58 13648 40 45 85

BG_3027 49813 127 1 128

TRECVID2007

BG_3097 44987 91 - 91

BG_3314 35800 42 - 42

BG_16336 2462 20 - 20

BG_37309 9639 11 8 19

BG_37770 15836 8 29 37

BG_22677 15669 52 59 111

BG_36658 26990 150 92 242

BG_8947 16892 75 18 93
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F score
call ecision

call ecision
1

2
− =

+
* Re * Pr

Re Pr
 (18)

whereNC is thenumberof correctly detected shot transitions,NM is thenumberofmissed shot
transitionsandNFrepresentsfalsetransitionsidentified.F1-scoreistheharmonicmeanofrecalland
precisionthatreflectsonrecallandprecisionrates.Anoutstandingshottransitiondetectionapproach
mustacquirehighrecallandhighprecisionvalues.Extensiveexperimentswerecarriedouttoanalyse
theperformanceoftheproposedapproachusingMatlab2014aonIntelCorei5processor,running
at2.70GHzwith8GBRAM.Theaveragealgorithmictimecomplexityofthevideodependsonthe
numberofframestobeprocessedintheparticularvideo.Theaveragetimecomplexityincreases
linearlyconsideringaccountabilityofvideoframes.Intheproposedmethod,algorithmiccomplexity
dependsonthevideoframeresolutionpertainingtothedatasetandingeneral,timecomplexityis
oforderθ(n2).

4.1 Experimental Results on Abrupt Transition Detection
Todetectabrupttransitionsinvideo,anadaptivethresholdmechanismisemployed.Anappropriate
thresholdvalueissetforeachvideobyobservingthepeaksinthegraphobtainedforMPBWhistogram
distancevalues.ToevaluateF1-score,thresholdTHATisconsideredasdescribedinsection3.2.2.
Thevalueofαliesintherange0.1to2.5forTRECVID2001dataset.Whereas,forTRECVID2007
αvalueisintherange0.1to1.5andtheexperimentalresultsarerecorded.Acomparativestudyis
performedfortheobtainedresultswithsomeoftheexistingstate-of-the-artSBDalgorithmsand
arereportedinTable2and3forTRECVID2001and2007datasetsrespectively.Theresultsclearly
exhibitsthattheproposedmethodoutperformsallothermethodsduringabrupttransitiondetection
with98.16%ofaverageF1-scoreforTRECVID2001datasetand96.32%ofaverageF1-scorefor
TRECVID2007datasetanditisgraphicallyrepresentedinFigure11andFigure12respectively.

4.2 Experimental Results on Gradual Transition Detection
Inordertodetectgradualtransitionsinvideo,anadaptivethresholdisheuristicallysetbasedon
meanandstandarddeviationofcomputedvariancevaluesofMPBWhistogramsofwholevideo.The
frameswhichfallsbelowthethresholdareconsideredfortheprocessofgradualtransitiondetection.

Intheproposedmethod,gradualtransitionpatternsaregeneratedforthefeaturevaluescomputed
usingvarianceandCMDvaluesofMPBWhistogramsofframesequenceasformulatedintheequation
12ofsection3.2.3.(Thounaojametal.,2017)havenoticedthroughexperimentationthatinTRECVID

Table 2. Performance comparison with competing techniques for abrupt transition on TRECVID 2001 dataset

Video
Proposed Method (Chakraborty & 

Thounaojam, 2020) (Zhou et al., 2020)

Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1

ANNI005 100 97.4 98.6 90.5 76.0 82.6 85.0 85.0 85.0

ANNI006 97.5 95.2 96.3 76.2 100.0 86.5 - - -

ANNI009 100 97.4 98.6 89.5 97.1 93.2 84.6 94.3 89.2

ANNI010 95.9 97.9 96.8 89.8 100.0 94.6 - - -

NAD57 100 100 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.6 100 97.7

NAD58 100 97.5 98.7 95.0 100.0 97.4 86.5 100 92.8

Average 98.91 97.56 98.16 90.16 95.5 92.38 87.92 94.82 91.17
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videodatasets,lengthofgradualtransitionnormallyrangesfrom6to32frames.Pertainingtothis,in
theproposedapproachsamplepatternswereobservedbygroupingframesintherangeof5,10,15,
20,25and32ataninstanceoftime.Thetaskofgradualtransitiondetectionisattainedbyplotting
variancebyCMDvaluesfortheselectedgroupsspecifically.Afterthoroughanalysis,itisobserved
thatourtechniqueyieldsexpectedcurvepatternsforfade-in,fade-outanddissolvetransitionsinthe
rangeof20-32frames.PerformanceoftheproposedapproachisevaluatedbydeterminingF1-score
andcomparingitwithsomeoftheexistingstate-of-the-artgradualtransitiondetectionalgorithms.
The details of the results are reported in Table 4 and 5 for TRECVID 2001 and 2007 datasets
respectively.Figure13andFigure14showscomparativeresultsofourapproachwithregardtosome
oftheexistingapproachesusingTRECVID2001and2007datasets.Itisevidentthattheproposed

Figure 11. Comparison graph of proposed abrupt transition detection method with other methods on TRECVID 2001 dataset

Table 3. Performance comparison with competing techniques for abrupt transition on TRECVID 2007 dataset

Video
Proposed Method (Chakraborty & 

Thounaojam, 2020) (Thounaojam et al., 2017)

Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1

BG_3027 93.7 96.7 95.1 87.3 100.0 93.2 94.5 90.2 92.3

BG_3097 91.2 97.6 94.3 87.9 100.0 93.6 86.8 98.7 92.4

BG_3314 85.7 97.2 91.1 83.3 100.0 90.9 78.6 94.3 85.7

BG_16336 95.0 100 97.4 90.0 100.0 94.7 95.0 100 97.4

BG_37309 100 100 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 84.6 91.7

BG_37770 100 100 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 88.9 94.1

Average 94.26 98.58 96.32 91.41 100.0 95.4 92.48 92.78 92.26
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gradualtransitiondetectionalgorithmoutperformsthecomparedapproacheswith87.38%ofaverage
F1-scoreforTRECVID2001datasetand82.9%ofaverageF1-scoreforTRECVID2007dataset.

Itcanbesummarisedfromthecomparisontablesthat,theproposedmethodyieldsbetterresults
whencomparedwithsomeoftheexistingSBDmethods.Experimentalresultsdepictshighdetection
ratesintermsofperformanceevaluationmetricsinbothabruptandgradualtransitionsdetection.

Theproposedalgorithmutilisesbothlocalandglobalfeaturesfromframestorepresentspatial
resolutionandthusactslesssensitivetoobject/cameramotion.Ifframesofadjacentshotspossess
samehistogramvaluestheremaybeachanceoffalsetransitiondetection.Theproposedapproach
is computationally expensive when compared with global histogram techniques and the overall
performanceofalgorithmisaffectedwhenoperatingwithcomplexcameraandlightvariations.

Figure 12. Comparison graph of proposed abrupt transition detection method with other methods on TRECVID 2007 dataset

Table 4. Performance comparison with competing techniques for gradual transition on TRECVID 2001 dataset

Video
Proposed Method (Chakraborty & 

Thounaojam, 2020) (Zhou et al., 2020)

Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1

ANNI005 88.8 85.7 87.2 88.2 83.3 85.7 77.8 84.0 80.8

ANNI006 96.7 78.9 86.9 96.8 62.5 76.0 - - -

ANNI009 85.9 93.2 89.4 84.4 90.0 87.1 69.7 88.5 78.0

ANNI010 87.2 73.8 79.9 85.5 67.1 75.2 - - -

NAD57 92.3 85.7 88.8 84.6 78.6 81.5 84.0 72.4 77.8

NAD58 91.1 93.1 92.1 88.9 91.0 89.9 83.3 81.4 82.4

Average 90.3 85.06 87.38 88.06 78.75 82.56 78.7 81.57 79.75
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5. CoNCLUSIoN

Inthisresearchwork,anefficientapproachtodetectshotboundariesinvideosispresentedconsidering
thecombinationof localandglobalfeatures.TheproposedmethodextractsblockbasedMPBW
histogramfromeachnormalizedKirschmagnitudeframewhichhasbetterdiscriminativecapability.
AbruptcutsinvideoareidentifiedbyapplyingthedistancemeasurebetweentheMPBWhistograms
oftheconsecutiveframesandemployingadaptivethreshold.Gradualtransitionpatternsaredetected
bycomputingCMDandvariancestatisticalmeasureontheMPBWhistogramsoftheframesequence
andemployingadaptivethreshold.Experimentalresultsdepictsthattheproposedmethodoutperforms

Figure 13. Comparison graph of proposed gradual transition detection method with other methods on TRECVID 2001 dataset

Table 5. Performance comparison with competing techniques for gradual transition on TRECVID 2007 dataset

Video
Proposed Method (Chakraborty & Thounaojam, 2020)

Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1

BG_3027 100.0 50.0 66.7 100.0 50.0 66.7

BG_37309 87.5 70.0 77.8 87.5 63.6 73.7

BG_3770 93.1 84.3 88.4 92.0 79.3 85.2

BG_22677 86.4 89.4 87.9 85.4 88.3 86.8

BG_36658 88.0 89.0 88.5 85.8 87.7 86.7

BG_8947 83.3 93.7 88.1 72.2 100.0 83.9

Average 89.7 79.4 82.9 87.1 78.1 80.5
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someofthestate-of-the-artapproachesintermsofperformanceevaluationmetricsusingTRECVID
2001and2007benchmarkdatasets.Futureworkincludestheextensionof theproposedworkto
addressidentificationofwipetransitionsinvideosandreductionofcomputationalcomplexityofthe
algorithm,sothattheentiresystemcanbeappliedtocontentbasedvideoanalysisandretrievalsystems.
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